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ABSTRACT 
 
Muhammad Maghfur. 2019. Seven Principle of Good Practice in Teaching 
Speaking Skill at The Twelfth Grade Students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in the 
Academic Year 2018/ 2019. Thesis. English Education Department. Cultures and 
Languages Faculty. IAIN Surakarta 
 
Advisor : Hj. Fithriyah Nurul Hidayati, M.Pd 
Keyword : Seven Principles of Good Practice, Teaching Speaking Skill 
 
This research is aimed to (1) describe the element of seven principles of 
good practice that used in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of 
MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019, (2) describe the problems 
faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019.  
This research design was descriptive qualitative research. The research 
was conducted in MA Ma’arif Cepogo. The research subject was the English 
teacher at twelfth grade in MA Ma’arif Cepogo. The datas were collected by using 
observation and interview. The techniques of analyzing the data were data 
collecting, reducing the data, presenting the data and drawing the conclusion. The 
trustworthiness of the data in this research was using data triangulation technique. 
The research found that the teacher used all of the element of seven 
principles of good practice in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students 
of MA Ma’arif Cepogo. Those elements are: encourages contact between students 
and school, develops reciprocity and cooperation among students, encourages 
active learning, gives prompt feedback, emphasizes time on task, communicates 
high expectations, respects diverse talents and ways of learning in teaching 
English speaking skill. The teacher faced some problems such the students’ low 
participation, mother tongue used, and lack of vocabulary. 
 
Keywords: Seven Principle of Good Practice, Teaching Speaking Skill, Twelfth 
Grade Students of Ma Ma’arif Cepogo 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A.  Background of the Study 
English is considered important. Based on Crystal (2003:230) 
English is a global language. It is based on the geographical-historical and 
the other is socio-cultural. The geo-historical shows how English reached a 
position of pre-eminence. The historical account traces the movement of 
English around the world, beginning with the pioneering voyages to the 
Americas, Asia, and the Antipodes.  
Nunan (1999:57) stated that learning English means learning 
language aspects and language skills. Grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and spelling are examples of language aspects. Among the 
four skills, speaking is often considered as the most difficult skill to be 
learned by the students. Speaking is one of the fundamental skills that is 
essential to master in learning English. Not only does it bear a highly 
communicative value, but also it is generally regarded as the parameter of 
one’s proficiency in a foreign language.  
Richard (1992:210) said that speaking is one of the central 
communication elements. Speaking English is the key to communicate 
easier with foreigners to accept the advance of technology and to get 
success. Harmer (2001:26) said that speaking is the ability to speak 
fluently presupposes not only knowledge of language feature but also the 
ability to process information and language on the spot.  
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Then, Campbell and Dickinson (2004:50) stated that speaking 
involve not only word we use, but also the way we say them, our tune of 
voice, facial expression, posture, and gesture. Speaking skill means the 
ability to speak fluently based on the pattern and transferring the meaning. 
Then it can express some idea, feeling and emotions, and speaking is some 
conversation skill. It is like interview nature of conversation and the nature 
of performance.  
Martinent and Thomson (1998:8) say that for mastering English, 
people should learn although there is an obstacle in the head. Learning the 
foreign language has to use the standard form of spoken and written 
English. It has the aim that the learners can speak and write English 
standard well. O’Malley and Pierce (1996:59) say that speaking seems to 
be an important skill that a learner should acquire.  
According to Hornby (1995: 37) teaching means giving the 
instruction to (a person): give a person (knowledge skill, etc). While 
speaking means to make use of words in an ordinaryvoice. So, teaching 
speaking is giving instruction to a person in order to communicate. 
Teaching speaking means helping learners develop their ability to 
interact successfully in the target language. To do so, one must have 
communicative competence. Nunan (1999:226) defined the 
characteristics of communicative competence as: Thus, to help students 
enhance their speaking skills, the teacher must help students improve 
their grammar, enrich their vocabulary, and manage interactions in terms 
of who says what, to whom, when, and about what. 
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It is very important in order to enable be unable to students to 
communicate effectively through oral language because the disability of 
the students to speak may lead them to be unable to express their ideas 
even in a simple form of conversation. Moreover, a student at senior high 
school needs mastering English, especially speaking skill. 
Then, the Seven Principles for Good Practice by Chickering and 
Gamson (1987) formulate a set of guidelines to improve teaching and 
learning. Each guideline uses the criteria discussed below for developing 
an extensive learning approach to education. Each criterion includes: 
activity, expectations, cooperation, interaction, diversity and 
responsibility. 
Valentine (2012:10) said that the seven principles of good practice 
involve seven principles that an instructor can implement in order to 
make their course more learner-centered and increase the level of 
learning among students. The goal is to increase the learner's depth of 
understanding regarding the course material by encouraging him/her to 
become more actively engaged with the material. The seven principles of 
good practice have been implemented in both traditional and online 
courses. 
Actually, the theory of Seven Principles for Good Practice by 
Chickering and Gamson (1987) was designed for university member. 
But, based on the research from Mustafa UğraĢ and Erol Asiltürk 
entitled Perceptions of Science Teachers on Implementation of Seven 
Principles for Good Practice in Education by Chickering and Gamson in 
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Courses was, this theory could applicated also in junior high school.  
The seven principles for good practice in science education scale is 
the adapted form of the Seven Principles for Good Practice in Education: 
Faculty Inventory developed by Chickering and Gamson into Turkish 
language and junior high school science courses. The scale was applied 
to 285 science teachers employed in Elazığ province in Turkey and 
interviews were conducted with 45 teachers. Analysis of the study data 
demonstrated that the surveyed teachers implemented each of these 
seven principles at different levels. Conducted interviews revealed the 
examples of different strategies adopted by the teachers in implementing 
the abovementioned seven principles. 
In MA Ma’arif Cepogo, the teacher was implemented some 
elements of Seven Principle of Good Pratice. Based of result of pre 
observation, the researcher sawn that the teacher used technology to 
encourage active learning. The use of technology was one of criteria of 
implementing third principle, encourage active learning. 
The other element also implemented here. The seventh element, 
respects diverse talents and ways of learning in teaching English 
speaking skill was implemented by teacher. She used different activities 
in classroom, like listening English song together in classroom. Using 
different activities in class – videos, discussions, lecture, groups, guest 
speakers, and pairwork was one of criteria of implementing the seventh 
principle. 
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The result of pre-interview with English teacher, she used different 
proportion in using English language. It was depend on the major chosen 
by students. For Science (IPA) class, she used 80% of English language. In 
Social Study (IPS) class, she used 60% of English language for class IPS 1 
and 30% for class IPS 2.  
By the result of pre-research finding, the researcher think that this 
school is appropriate as observation place. So, he would like to do a 
research untitled “Seven Principle of Good Practice in Teaching Speaking 
Skill at The Twelfth Grade Students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in the 
Academic Year 2018/ 2019.” 
B.  Identification of Problems 
The researcher found some problems in applying elements seven 
principles of good practice in her teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade 
students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019 such as; 
1. The expectation of learning English is too high; 
2. The difficulties in communicate the important of seven principles of good 
practice to the students; 
3. Students’different motivation, character and ability in learning speaking; 
4. The different background of students learning in English; 
5. Students’ lack of grammatical understanding and vocabularies; 
C.  Limitation of the Problems 
Based on the discussion in the background of the study, this research 
needs the limitation problem scope in order to have specified focus. In this 
research, the researcher limited the scope of the problems on the teaching 
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speaking and the element of seven principles of good practice that used in 
teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
in the academic year 2018/2019. The researcher also limited the meeting 
where the researcher observed in three meetings. 
D.  Research Problems 
1. What are the element of seven principles of good practice that used by 
teacher in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/2019?  
2. What are the problems faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill at the 
twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 
2019?  
E.  Objective of the Research 
1. To describe the element of seven principles of good practice that 
used in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019. 
2. To describe the problems faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill 
at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic 
Year 2018/ 2019. 
F. Benefit of the Research 
The results of this research are expected to give benefits both 
theoretically and practically. 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. This research can be used as the reference for anyone who wants to 
conduct research about students’ speaking skill. 
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b. This research can be useful for English teacher in their teaching 
English speaking skill. 
c. The finding of this research can enrich the theory in teaching speaking 
skill. 
2. Practical Benefit 
a. For the English Teacher 
This research is intended to be valuable for the teacher in guiding the 
students in mastery their speaking skill. This research also useful as a 
material to evaluate the teaching learning process in the twelfth class 
of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in the academic year 2018/2019 and to the 
next academic year. 
b. For the Students 
This research will help the students in mastering speaking skill. This 
study can give benefit to the students in mastering speaking skill. 
c. For the other Researcher 
This research can be valuable for enriching the literary study, 
particularly among the researchers and who want to take research 
about the students speaking skill.  
G.  The Definition of Key Terms 
1. Teaching Speaking Skill 
According to Hornby (1995: 37) teaching means giving the 
instruction to (a person): give a person (knowledge skill, etc). While 
speaking means to make use of words in an ordinaryvoice. So, 
teaching speaking is giving instruction to a person in order to 
communicate. 
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2. Seven Principles of Good Practice  
  Seven principles of good practice is guidelines for teacher, 
students, and administrators with support from state agencies and 
trustees-to improve teaching and learning. (Chickering, A. & 
Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:3) 
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CHAPTER II  
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
A.  Review on Speaking 
1. Definition of Speaking 
Tarigan (1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is 
developed in child life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that period 
speaking skill is learned. Nunan (1998: 26) states that speaking is a process 
consisting of short, often fragmentary utterance in range of pronunciation. 
Correct pronunciation delivers the correct message for the listener. The 
pronunciation should be supported by the proper stress and intonation.  
Wilson (1983:5) defines “speaking as development of the relationship 
between speaker and listener. In addition speaking determining which logical 
linguistic, psychological a physical rules should be applied in a given 
communicate situation”. It can be conclude that the main objective of speaking 
is for communication. In order to express effectively, the speaker should know 
exactly what they wants to speak or to communicate. From the statements above 
the researcher infers that if someone speaks, they have to be able to evaluate the 
effects of their communication to the listener, they should understand any 
principle that based his speaking either in general or in individual. 
Hymes (1998:26) told that speaking is content and context. It means that as 
the content, speaking includes some rules such as grammar, tenses, 
pronunciation, and vocabulary. As the context, speaking is the way to 
understand the meaning based on the statement and the intonation that speaker 
said.  
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Furthermore, Harmer (2001:26) said that speaking is the ability to speak 
fluently presupposes not only knowledge of language feature but also the ability 
to process information and language on the spot. Then, Campbell and Dickinson 
(2004:50) stated that speaking involve not only word we use, but also the way 
we say them, our tune of voice, facial expression, posture, and gesture. Speaking 
skill means the ability to speak fluently based on the pattern and transferring 
the meaning. Then it can express some idea, feeling and emotions, and 
speaking is some conversation skill. It is like interview nature of conversation 
and the nature of performance. 
Hornby (1995:37) defined that speaking is the skill that the students will be 
judge upon most in real-life situation. So, speaking is one of the skills which are 
dominant in teaching learning English, mastering of speaking is one of aspect 
make it easy to learn a foreign language. Speaking is also skill to express one’s 
ideas, feelings and taught. The theory above emphasize that speaking is an effort 
to use language freely. Being able to speak which is more emphasizes on 
interaction, communication, and understanding each other. Teacher should 
emphasize the development of oral communication in teaching English. 
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that speaking is a 
process of delivering a meaning with utterance. Pronunciation is one of 
important component in speaking. What the speaker saying in range of 
pronunciation including stress and intonation. Speaking is how to express or 
communicate opinions, feelings, and ideas by taking a word correctly.  
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The listener will receive another meaning if the speaker pronounce a word 
wrongly. So the people must have ability to use the words in he right order with 
the correct pronunciation, to design the correct grammar for the utterances, and 
to choose the diction or choice of words. 
2. Teaching speaking 
According to Hornby (1995: 37) teaching means giving the instruction to 
(a person): givea person (knowledge skill, etc). While speaking means to make 
use of words in an ordinaryvoice. So, teaching speaking is giving instruction to 
a person in order to communicate. 
Teaching speaking means helping learners develop their ability to interact 
successfully in the target language. To do so, one must have communicative 
competence. Nunan (1999:226) defined the characteristics of communicative 
competence as: Thus, to help students enhance their speaking skills, the teacher 
must help students improve their grammar, enrich their vocabulary, and 
manage interactions in terms of who says what, to whom, when, and about 
what. 
Teaching speaking is the way for the students to express their emotions, 
communicative needs, interact to other person in every situation, and influence 
the others. For the reason, in teaching speaking skill it is necessary to have 
clear understanding involved in speech. Teaching speaking means teaching 
how to use the language for communication, for transferring ideas, taught or 
even feeling to other people. From a communicative purpose, speaking is 
closely related to listening. The interaction between these two skills is shown in 
the conversation.  
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Brown (2001: 275-276) states that there are seven principles for designing 
speaking techniques. 
a. Use techniques that cover the spectrum of learner needs, from language 
based focus on accuracy to message-based on interaction, meaning, and 
fluency. 
b. Provide intrinsically motivating techniques. 
c. Encourage the use of authentic language in meaningful contexts. 
d. Provide appropriate feedback and correction. 
e. Capitalize on the natural link between speaking and listening. 
f. Give students opportunities to initiate oral communication. 
g. Encourage the development of speaking strategies 
3. Component of Speaking 
Brown (1994:1) defines that there are three components of speaking skill. 
They are as follows: 
a. Preparation 
 Preparation is show the learners a picture of two people conversing in a 
familiar casual setting. It means that the teacher asks the learners to 
brainstorm what the people might be discussing. For example, the learners 
discuss about the topic and vocabulary. 
b. Presentation 
 Presentation is present several video clips of small talk in casual situations. 
After learners complete a worksheet in which they describe or list the topics 
discussed, the students discuss about the topic and typical phrase in small 
talk. 
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c. Practice 
 Practice is giving learners specific information about the participants and the 
setting of a scenario where small talk will take place. The speaking activity 
often uses language classroom as the setting and a teacher can select activities 
from a variety of tasks. It means that the components of speaking are started 
with preparation to brainstorm the students with related topic for discussion. 
Then, the teacher presents some video. 
4. Principle of Teaching Speaking 
In implementing teaching process, the teacher should pay attention to the 
skill of students which are developed. According to Bailey (2006:54), there are 
five principles of teaching speaking: 
a. Be aware of the differences between second language and foreign language 
learning contexts. 
b. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy. 
c. Provide opportunity for students to talk by using group work, and limiting 
teacher talk 
d. Plan speaking tasks that involved guidance and practice in both transactional 
and interactional speaking. 
Speaking is productive oral skill. In fact, speaking, especially in a 
language other than our own is quite a complex undertaking which involves using 
all the different levels of language. So, here we need to try several strategies for 
teaching speaking that can be used to help language learners gain practice in 
speaking in target language (Nunan, 2003:64).  
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To make it clearer, Nunan (2003: 55) proposes at least four principles for 
teaching speaking. Below are the descriptions: 
a. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy. 
Accuracy is the extent to which students’ speech matches what people 
actually say when they use the target language. Fluency is the extent to which 
speakers use the language quickly and confidently, with few hesitations or 
unnatural pauses, false starts, word searches, etc. Teacher must provide 
students with fluency- building practice and realize that making mistakes is a 
natural part of learning a new language. 
b. Provide opportunities for students to talk by using group work or pair work, 
and limiting teacher talk. 
It is important for us as language teachers to be aware of how much we 
are talking in class so we don’t take up all the time the students could be 
talking. Pair work and group work activities can be used to increase the 
amount of time that learners get to speak in the target language during 
lessons. 
c. Plan speaking tasks that involve negotiation for meaning. 
Learners make progress by communicating in the target language 
because interaction necessarily involves trying to understand and make 
teacher understood.  
This process is called negotiating for meaning. It involves checking to 
see if you’ve understood what someone has said, clarifying your 
understanding, and confirming that someone has understood your meaning. 
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d. Design classroom activities that involve guidance and practice in both 
transactional and interactional speaking. 
When we talk with someone outside the classroom, we usually do so for 
interactional or transactional purposes. Interactional speech is communicating 
with someone for social purposes. Transactional speech involves 
communicating to get something done, including the exchange of goods 
and/or services. 
Based on description above, teaching speaking is a process which the way of 
students can express their emotions, communicative needs, interact to other 
person in any situation, and influence the others. For this reason in teaching 
speaking skill, it is needed or necessary to have easy understanding in speech. 
5. Problems in Speaking Activities 
Nolasco and Arthur (1987:68) said that some students find speaking in the 
classroom situation is a threat, because there is always an audience. Some students 
prefer not to speak at all, and are consequently deny opportunities for practice. 
Rivers (1968:45) added that there are psychological factors in communication 
which include, they are: 
1. Desire to communicate 
As well having something to say, the students must have the desire to 
communicate the massage to some person or group of persons. Some 
students may do not have interest in joining speaking activity because of 
uncongenial of classmate. Others may realize that they have limitations in 
the new language and do not want to ridicule. 
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2. Comprehension as well as expression 
Students may have acquired skill in expressing themselves in the new 
language code, but have had little practice in understanding the language 
when it is spoken at a normal conversational situation. 
3. Personality factors 
Some students are talking active, others are shy or embarrassed if found to 
be in error. These characteristics affect student performance in speaking 
activity. 
4. Limitation of expression 
Students may fell frustrated when they know that their choice of 
expression is limited. They cannot demonstrate the maturity of their taught. 
5. Correction of errors 
In several societies, people will keep their ideas if expressing them could 
cause embarrassment for them self or for the people with whom they are 
conversing. Continual corrections sometimes can very irritating. Accuracy 
and fluency, all language performs centers on the distinction between 
accuracy and fluency. It is now very clear that fluency accuracy are 
important goals to pursue in CTL (Communicative Language Teaching) 
while fluency may in many communicative language course be an initial 
goal in language teaching, accuracy is achieved to some extents by allowing 
the students to focus on the elements of phonology, grammar, and discourse 
in their oral circle output. 
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6. Successful on Speaking 
  Ur (1996:120) explained that there are some characteristic to make 
speaking activity successful, they are: 
a. Motivation is high 
 Learners eager to speak because they are interested in the topic and have 
something new to say about it or because they want to contribute to 
achieve a task objective. 
b. Participation is even 
 Classroom discussion is not dominated by a minority of talk active 
participant, but all get chance to speak and contribute fairly. 
c. From learners talk aloud 
 As much as possible of the period of time allowed to the activity is in fact 
occupied by learner talk. This way seems obvious but most time is taken 
up with teacher talk or pauses. 
d. Language is of an acceptable level 
 Learners express themselves in utterances that are relevant, easy, 
comprehensible, to teach other, and of an acceptable level of language 
accuracy. 
7. Types of classroom speaking performance 
 There are many types of classroom speaking performance that can be 
applied by teachers. Brown (2004: 271) describes six categories of speaking 
skill area. Those six categories are as follows: 
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a. Imitative 
This category includes the ability to practice an intonation and focusing on 
some particular elements of language form. That is just imitating a word, 
phrase or sentence. The important thing here is focusing on pronunciation. 
The teacher uses drilling in the teaching learning process. The reason is by 
using drilling, students get opportunity to listen and to orally repeat some 
words. 
b. Intensive 
This is the students’ speaking performance that is practicing some 
phonological and grammatical aspects of language. It usually places 
students doing the task in pairs (group work), for example, reading aloud 
that includes reading paragraph, reading dialogue with partner in turn, 
reading information from chart, etc. 
c. Responsive 
Responsive performance includes interaction and test comprehension but 
at the somewhat limited level of very short conversation, standard greeting 
and small talk, simple request and comments. This is a kind of short 
replies to teacher or student-initiated questions or comments, giving 
instructions and directions. Those replies are usually sufficient and 
meaningful. 
d. Transactional (dialogue) 
It is carried out for the purpose of conveying or exchanging specific 
information. For example here is conversation which is done in pair work. 
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e. Interpersonal (dialogue) 
It is carried out more for the purpose of maintaining social relationships 
than for the transmission of facts and information. The forms of 
interpersonal speaking performance are interview, role play, discussions, 
conversations, games. 
f. Extensive (monologue) 
Teacher gives students extended monologues in the form of oral reports, 
summaries, and story telling and short speeches. Based on the theory 
above, it can be concluded that there are some points that should be 
considered in assessing speaking. The students need to know at least the 
pronunciation, vocabularies, and language functions that they are going to 
use. When the students have been ready and prepared for the activity, they 
can use the language appropriately. 
8. Teaching Speaking in Senior High School 
 The subject of this research is the eleventh grade students at MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo. In teaching process, the teacher uses syllabus for 2013 
curriculum. On that syllabus, there is communication standard that should be 
reached by students such as: 
1. Students offer services in English inside and outside the classroom 
2. Students ask for attention in English inside and outside the classroom 
3. Students submit the results of editing job application letter 
4. Students convey and ask facts in English inside and outside the 
classroom 
5. Students present clipping to friends and teachers 
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6. Students express and ask for presuppositions through commands 
suggestions in English inside and outside the classroom 
7. Students publish a list that made on the class table 
Knowing the students’ characteristics is the first step that will help the 
teachers to help them. It will also help the teachers to prepare the students to 
help themselves. Students should learn the best strategies to improve their 
own learning. Harmer (2001: 40) states that adult learners are notable for a 
number of special characteristics: 
a. They can engage with abstract taught. 
b. They have a whole range of life experiences to draw on. 
c. They have expectations about the learning process and may already have 
their own set patterns of learning. 
d. Adults tend to be more discipline than some teenagers and crucially, they 
are often prepared to struggle on despite boredom. 
e. They come into classroom with a rich range of experiences which allow 
teachers to use a wide range of activities with them. 
f. Unlike young children and teenagers, they often have a clear 
understanding of why they want to get out of it.  
B.  Review on Teacher’s Problem in Teaching Speaking 
1. The Definition of Teacher 
 Word “teacher” comes from the same vocabulary in Indian language 
which means “one who teaches about the release of passion” (Sambuan, 
Reuteers, 25 November 1997 in Suparlan, 2006:9). In curricular Letter 
Education Minister and the Head of BAKN No. 57686/MPK/1989 mentioned 
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that teacher is civil servants (PNS) are given the assignment, authority, and 
responsibilities by an officer authorized to carry out education in schools, 
including the rights inherent in the office. 
2. Teacher’s Problems in Teaching Speaking 
 Willis (1996:7) said that there are four conditions that should exist for 
language learning to take place, they are: the exposure, opportunities to use 
the language, motivation, and instruction. Learners need chances to say what 
they think or feel and to experiment in a supportive atmosphere using 
language they have heard or seen without feeling threatened.  
 Alharbi (2015:23), there are several factors that influence learning of 
speaking skills for instance; 1) the use of mother tongue outside and inside 
classroom environment, 2) low status of English in a country, 3) learners’ 
negative attitude towards English language, 4) use of mother tongue by 
teachers to explain difficult concept, 5) use of teacher-centered 
methodology, 6) and passiveness of learners in classroom. These factors 
influence successful speaking skills lessons. 
 Al-Hosni (2014: 123) identifies factors causing speaking difficulties 
as; 1) Students are worried about making mistakes fearful of criticism, or 
simply shy. 2) Students have no motivation to express themselves only one 
participant can talk at a time because of large classes and the tendency of 
some learners to dominate while others speak very little or not at all. 3) 
Learners who share the same mother tongue tend to use it because it is easier 
and because they feel less exposed if they speak their mother tongue. 
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In addition, Rababah (2005:13) pointed out that there are many factors 
that cause difficulties in speaking English among EFL learners. Some of 
these factors are related to the learners themselves, the teaching-strategies, 
the curriculum, and the environment.  
 Some learners also lack the motivation to speak English. They do not 
see a real need to learn or speak English. Actually motivation is the crucial 
force which determines whether a learner embarks in a task at all, how much 
energy he devotes to it, and how long he preservers (Littlewood, 1984:53).  
 The development of communicative skills can only take place if 
learners have the motivation and opportunity to express their own identity 
and relate with the people around them (Littlewood, 1981:55). The lack of a 
target language environment can be considered another problem, which of 
course results in a lack of involvement in real-life situations. Not allowing 
learners to participate in discourse can be another reason for speaking 
difficulties. Children need both to participate in discourse and to build up 
knowledge and skills for participation in order to learn discourse skills 
(Cameron, 2001:36). Furthermore, language is best learned when the 
learners’ attention is focused on understanding, saying and doing something 
with language, and not when their attention is focused explicitly on 
linguistic features (Kumaravadivelu, 2003:27).  
 From the definitions stated above, it can be concluded that there are 
many factors can cause the students’ problems in learning English. The 
factors can come from internal and external. The external factors can be seen 
such as teacher’s strategy which not innovative and creative so makes the 
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teaching process boring. The environment of teaching activity is not 
enjoyable, etc. Then, internal factors can be caused of low students’ 
motivation, afraid of making mistake, or lack of vocabularies so they would 
not want to speak during the class.  
C.  Definition of Seven Principles of Good Practice 
The Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate 
Education by Chickering and Gamson (1987) formulate a set of guidelines 
to improve teaching and learning. Each guideline uses the criteria 
discussed below for developing an extensive learning approach to 
education. Each criterion includes: activity, expectations, cooperation, 
interaction, diversity and responsibility.  
The Seven Principles for Good Practice by Chickering and Gamson 
are described below: 
1. Encourages Contact Between Students and Teacher 
Frequent student-teacher contact in and out of classes is the most 
important factor in student motivation and involvement. Teacher 
concern helps students get through rough times and keep on working. 
Knowing a few of institution members well enhances students’ 
intellectual commitment and encourages them to think about their own 
values and future plans (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:3). 
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation ideas 
to practice encourages contact between students and teacher:  
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1. Share past experiences, values, and attitudes; 
2. Design an activity that brings students to your office during the 
first weeks of class; 
3. Try to get to know your students by name by the end of the first 
three weeks of the term; 
4. Attend, support, and sponsor events led by student groups; 
5. Treat students as human beings with full real lives; ask how they 
are doing; 
6. Hold “out of class” review sessions; 
2. Develops Reciprocity and Cooperation Among Students 
Learning is enhanced when it is more like a team effort than a 
solo race. Good learning, like good work, is collaborative and social, 
not competitive and isolated. Working with others often increases 
involvement in learning. Sharing one’s own ideas and responding to 
others’ reactions sharpens thinking and deepens understanding. 
(Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:3). 
According to Greg Walker on his website on 
http://blogs.leeward.hawaii.edu/iteach/2008/12/12/good-practice-
develops-reciprocity-and-cooperation-among-students/ stated that 
study groups, collaborative learning, group problem solving, and 
discussion of assignments can all be dramatically strengthened 
through communication tools that facilitate such activity. Learning 
teams helped themselves “learn the plumbing” and solve problems. 
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These team members never met face-to-face. This kind of 
“collaborative learning” would be all but impossible without the 
presence of the media we were learning about and with.  
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation 
ideas to develop reciprocity and cooperation among students such 
as: 
1. Ask students to share information about each other’s 
backgrounds and academic interests. 
2. Encourage students to prepare together for classes or exams. 
3. Create study groups within your course. 
4. Ask students to give constructive feedback on each other’s work 
and to explain difficult ideas to each other. 
5. Use small group discussions, collaborative projects in and out of 
class, group presentations, and case study analysis. 
6. Ask students to discuss key concepts with other students whose 
backgrounds and viewpoints are different from their own. 
7. Encourage students to work together. 
3. Encourages Active Learning 
Learning is not a spectator sport. Students do not learn much 
just by sitting in classes listening to teachers, memorizing 
prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers. They must talk 
about what they are learning, write about it, relate it to past 
experiences and apply it to their daily lives. They must make what 
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they learn part of themselves. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 
1987:4). 
Active learning is basically an instructional method that aims to 
engage students in the learning process; it is learning by doing. While 
traditional activities like homework could be included within this, active 
learning refers to activities that are set in the classroom. The core 
elements of active learning are student activity and engagement in the 
learning process. It isn’t as simple as just introducing activity into the 
classroom though; the type of activity also influences how much of the 
lesson content is retained by students. Activities that are designed around 
important learning outcomes, promoting thoughtful student engagement 
and a deeper understanding of the subject are essential. 
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation ideas 
to encourage active learning such as: 
1. Ask students to present their work to the class. 
2. Give students concrete, real life situations to analyze. 
3. Ask students to summarize similarities and differences among 
research findings, artistic works or laboratory results. 
4. Model asking questions, listening behaviors, and feedback. 
5. Encourage use of professional journals. 
6. Use technology to encourage active learning. 
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4. Gives Prompt Feedback 
Knowing what you know and don’t know focuses learning. 
Students need appropriate feedback on performance to benefit from 
courses. When getting started, students need help in assessing existing 
knowledge and competence. In classes, students need frequent 
opportunities to perform and receive suggestions for improvement. 
Students need chances to reflect on what they have learned, what they 
still need to know, and how to assess themselves. (Chickering, A. & 
Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
There are some implementation ideas to gives prompt feedback 
1. Return examinations promptly, preferably within a week, if not 
sooner. 
2. Schedule brief meetings with the students to discuss their progress. 
3. Give frequent quizzes and homework assignments to help students 
monitor their progress. 
4. Give students written comments on the strengths and weakness of 
their tests/papers. 
5. Give students focused feedback on their work early in the term. 
6. Consider giving a mid-term assessment or progress report. 
5. Emphasizes Time on Task 
Time plus energy equals learning. There is no substitute for 
time on task. Learning to use one’s time well is critical for students 
and professionals alike. Students need help in learning effective time 
management. Allocating realistic amounts of time means effective 
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learning for students and effective teaching. How an institution 
defines time expectations for students, school, administrators, and 
other professional staff can establish the basis for high performance 
for all. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation ideas 
of emphasizes time on task such as:  
1. Communicate to students the amount of time they should spend 
preparing for class. 
2. Expect students to complete their assignments promptly. 
3. Underscore the importance of regular work, steady application, 
self-pacing, scheduling. 
4. Divide class into timed segments so as to keep on task. 
5. Meet with students who fall behind to discuss their study habits, 
schedules. 
6. Use technology to make resources easily available to students. 
7. Consider using mastery learning, contract learning. 
6. Communicates High Expectations 
Expect more and you will get more. High expectations are 
important for everyone-for the poorly prepared, for those unwilling to 
exert themselves, and for the bright and well motivated. Expecting 
students to perform well becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy when 
teachers and institutions hold high expectations of themselves and 
make extra efforts. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
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The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation ideas 
of communicates high expectations such as: 
1. Make your expectations clear at the beginning of the course both in 
writing and orally. Tell them you expect them to work hard. 
2. Periodically discuss how well the class is doing during the course 
of the semester. 
3. Encourage students to write; require drafts of work.  Give students 
opportunities to revise their work. 
4. Set up study guidelines. 
5. Be energized and enthusiastic in your interaction with students. 
7. Respects Diverse Talents and Ways of Learning 
There are many roads to learning. Brilliant students in the 
seminar room may be all thumbs in the lab or art studio. Students rich 
in hands-on experience may not do so well with theory. Students need 
the opportunity to show their talents and learn in ways that work for 
them. Then they can be pushed to learning in new ways that do not 
come so easily. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:5). 
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6 states some implementation ideas 
of respects diverse talents and ways of learning such as: 
1. Use a range of teaching activities to address a broad spectrum of 
students. 
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2. Provide extra material or exercises for students who lack essential 
background knowledge or skills. 
3. Identify students’ learning styles, backgrounds at the beginning of 
the semester. 
4. Use different activities in class – videos, discussions, lecture, 
groups, guest speakers, pairwork. 
5. Use different assignment methods – written, oral, projects, etc. – so 
as to engage as many ways of learning as possible (e.g., visual, 
auditory). 
 
D.  Previous Study 
The reasercher would like to show some previous study to prove the 
originality of this research. The first previous study is taken by Arthur W. 
Bangert entitled “The Seven Principles of Good Practice: A framework for 
evaluating on-line teaching”. This study is taken from International Journal of 
Internet and Higher Education 7; 2004 (217–232). This exploratory study used 
the Seven Principles of Good Practice of Chickering and Gamson [AAHE Bull. 
39 (1987) 3] to design 35-item questionnaire to assess the effectiveness of an 
Internet-based educational statistics course.  
Results from the questionnaire indicated that most learners perceived that 
the instructor used constructivist-based principles to effectively promote 
student learning and that the course was a valuable learning experience. 
Instructional practices identified for improvement included the creation of 
more stimulating discussion questions and better instructor monitoring of study 
groups to ensure equal participation.  
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The second previous study was conducted by Mustafa UğraĢ, Erol 
Asiltürk. This research entitled Perceptions of Science Teachers on 
Implementation of Seven Principles for Good Practice in Education by 
Chickering and Gamson in Courses was. The researcher took this previous 
research from Journal of Education and Training Studies Vol.  6, No.  3; 
March 2018 which Published by Redfame Publishing. This study aimed to 
determine the perceptions of science teachers on the implementation of the 
seven principles for good practice in education by Chickering and Gamson in 
their courses. Seven principles for good science education were used as a data 
collection tool in the survey. “The seven principles for good practice in 
science education scale" for teachers was used as the data collection 
instrument in the study.  
“The seven principles for good practice in science education scale" is the 
adapted form of the “Seven Principles for Good Practice in Education: Faculty 
Inventory” developed by Chickering and Gamson into Turkish language and 
junior high school science courses. The scale was applied to 285 science 
teachers employed in Elazığ province in Turkey and interviews were 
conducted with 45 teachers. Analysis of the study data demonstrated that the 
surveyed teachers implemented each of these seven principles at different 
levels. Conducted interviews revealed the examples of different strategies 
adopted by the teachers in implementing the abovementioned seven principles. 
From those previous study above, it can be inferred that there are some 
similarities and differences between this research and previous research. The 
similarities between this research and previous researches are in the scope of 
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study that will be researched. Both of them are discussed about Seven 
Principles of Good Practice. The researcher focuses on the used of elemenet 
from Seven Principles of Good Practice in teaching speaking skill at twelfth 
grade students of MA Ma’arfi Cepogo.  
The difference between the present research and previous researches are 
the place of the research and the subjects of the research. The respondent of the 
research are also quite different. The respondent of the first previous study are 
Internet-based educational statistics course and the second is Turkish language 
and junior high school science courses. Here, the researcher choose Senior 
High School English Teacher as the respondent. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A.  Research Design 
This research, the researcher used qualitative research method. 
Bogdan and Taylor in Moleong (1989:3) qualitative research is a research 
which fields the descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from 
observing people and behavior. In the other word, it is type of research which 
does not include any calculation or enumeration. The use of descriptive 
research is based on its meaning, which is to describe the teaching and 
learning in a course factually and accurately. 
Fauziati (2009: 241) qualitative research often involves “data 
collecting procedures that result primarily in open-ended, non-numerical data 
which is then analyzed primarily by non-statically method”. Bogdan and 
Taylor in Moleong (1989:3) these statement contains of purpose that describe 
qualitative research is research that put forwards the data collecting or the 
problem reality based on the things explored by respondents and the data 
collected are words and picture, not number.  
Based on the definitions above, it can be concluded that qualitative 
method in this research, the researcher interact with people in natural setting. 
He also fully joined the teaching processes to find the data needed until the 
data saturate. The researcher observed the activities of the subjects in the 
process of teaching learning process. Then, he support the data by interview 
the subject. The data will be described by the researcher in form of words.  
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The researcher collects the data, then classifies them, and finally 
draws conclusion the data. In collecting data, the researcher will use 
observation and interview to gain the data. This qualitative method is used to 
answer the research answer.  
B.  The Research Setting 
1.  Place of the Research 
The research was conducted at MA Ma’arif Cepogo. MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo is locateted in Gunung Wijil, Bakulan, Cepogo, Boyolali, Central 
Java, 57362. This school is one of Islamic Senior High School in Boyolali 
regency. This school is located in Gunung Wijil, Bakulan, Cepogo, 
Boyolali, 57362. There are 2 main majors on this school, Science (IPA) 
and Social Study (IPS). For the twelfth class, there is a class of Science 
(IPA) and 2 classes of Social Study (IPS). The students are consists of 
male and female. The class that will be observed by researcher are IPA 
class and IPS 1 at twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in 
academic year 2018/2019. 
This school has many achievements in many fields of competitions, 
they include the education fields and non-education fields. On the 2016 
and 2017 national examination result, this school became the first rank in 
Boyolali region for English subject. In this school, there is also English 
Club and English Drama community. The drama will be performed on 
farewell event every year. 
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2.  Time of the Research 
The researcher conducted the research started from April 2018 until 
January 2019. The activities had been begun from observation, writing the 
proposal, revising the proposal, conducting the research, and analyzing the 
data. The research schedule was explained in the table below: 
Table 3.1 The Research Schedule 
No Activates Apr May Oct Nov Dec Jan 
1 Observation  x x x                     
2 Writing the proposal     x X x X x x               
3 Revising the 
proposal 
          X x x x x x x    
    
4 Conducting the 
research 
                 x x x x 
   
5 Analyzing the data                      x x x 
 
C.  The Subject of the Research 
The subjects of the research were the English teachers at the 
twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo. There is only one 
English teacher in twelfth class. The researcher choose twelfth grade as 
the most active class. The English teacher also stated that the students 
of this class were easy in understanding material, had good motivation 
in teaching learning, and they were more active. Because of the 
activeness of the classes, the researcher would to know the used of 
seven principles in teaching English speaking skill at twelfth class of 
MA Ma’arif Cepogo. 
Based on the reasons above, the researcher would know how the 
teaching speaking process of twelfth grade students especially in 
English subject. The researcher also would know the element of seven 
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principles of good practice that used in teaching English speaking in 
twelfth class of MA Ma’arif Cepogo.  
D.  The Technique of Collecting the Data 
In conducting this research the researcher does some ways to collect 
data, such as doing observation and interview. 
1.  Observation 
Moleong (2007: 33) stated that observation is used to 
describe the natural setting, activities, people and meaning of what is 
observed from the perspective of the participants. The observation is 
carried out on the instructional process and several activities 
occurring outside the classroom related to the teaching learning 
supervision, the students understanding to the material taught, and 
the technique used. The observation is used to answer the problems 
statement. The researcher also identified activities during teaching 
learning process in the class to be the data of this research. 
2.  Interview 
Moleong (2007: 35) states that interview is conversation with 
specific purposes which is done by person acting as the interviewer 
and interviewee. Moreover, Allison et al states that interview is a 
face to face situation in which the researcher set out elicit 
information or belief from a subject. In this section, the researcher 
tries to get the answer the research problem statement by having a 
talk with the teacher. 
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E.  The Data Sources 
The data was taken from observation and interview the English 
teachers in Tweleveth Grade of MA Ma’arif Cepogo. The data of this 
research were field notes, interview script, and observation result.  
Moloeng (1995: 112) stated that the main sources of qualitative 
research are words and actions, and other things are as the additional 
data like documents, and others.  
The sources of the research data are the elements of teaching 
process by the teacher. The sources are such as lesson plan, syllabus, , 
materials, and the whole process of teaching learning in classroom. The 
researcher collected the data from three kinds of sources as follows: 
1.  Events 
The event is in the form of instructional process that 
happened in the classes and other activities which is related to the 
research. The events in this research were the whole process of 
teaching speaking process in twelfth class of MA Ma’arif Cepogo. 
2.  Informants 
Informant in descriptive qualitative research is often called as 
respondents, the people whom are giving information for the 
research. The informant of this research is the English teachers at 
The Tweleveth Grade of MA Ma’arif Cepogo, Mrs. Suhartini, M.Pd 
is the main informant. 
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F. The Technique of Analysis Data 
Techniques of analysis data used descriptive qualitative method. 
The researcher used an interactive model of analysis involving 
collecting the data, reducing the data, and presenting the data and also 
drawing conclusion (Miles & Huberman in Sutopo, 2002: 95). These 
steps must be taken systematically. It means that reducing the data 
scientifically and logically so that every event occurring in the research 
is clear.  Scientific means that the researcher must be able to process 
the facts in systematical and methodical way. Logical means the 
researcher has to think sensibility and come to rational rather than 
emotional conclusion. In the end of collecting the data, the researcher 
tried to verify the data based on the data reduction and presentation. 
1.  Reducing the Data 
In order to answer the research questions, data from the 
classroom observation and interview were analyzed. In this research, 
the researcher did not use all of obtained data. In reducing the data, 
the researcher would focus, select, simplify and abstract the data 
from the field note. 
2.  Presenting the Data 
In this step, all of the selected data were presented in the 
form of description or narration. As the second steps in analyzing the 
data, this technique was used in arranging the information, 
description, or narration to draw the conclusion in the form of 
paragraphs.  
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By presenting the data, the researcher considered what he 
should do. He could analyze or take other action based on his 
understanding. 
3.  Drawing Conclusion 
The last step in analyzing the data is drawing conclusion. In 
drawing the conclusion, the researcher shall tend to formulate the 
data and his interpretation. The researcher was not only supposed to 
write up what he seen on the field, but also his interpretation of the 
observation.  
G.  The Trustworthiness 
The goal of trustworthiness in qualitative research is to support 
the arguments that the inquiry’s findings are “worth paying attention 
to” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). To show the trustworthiness of the data, 
the researcher used the triangulation technique. Triangulation technique 
is the technique of examining the trustworthiness of the data which 
using the things outside the data in order to examine the data and to be 
comparer of the data (Moleong, 2002:178).  
According to Afifudin and Saebani (2009: 126), there are four 
kinds of triangulation technique to recheck the trustworthiness: 
1. Triangulation by Using Data 
In data triangulation, the researcher rechecks and compares 
obtained information in different source. For instance, it is done by 
comparing observation data with interview data result, comparing 
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what the teacher said with students said, and comparing circumstance 
and perspective of different people toward the similar event.  
2. Triangulation by Using Investigator 
There is other consultant to recheck the data. It can reduce 
untrusted data in the process of collecting the data. Then, other 
consultant gives suggestion of the data. 
3. Triangulation by Using Theory 
Different theory is used to recheck the data. This type can be done 
by using the perspective of more than one theory in discussing the 
problem of research. 
4. Triangulation by Using Method 
This type can be done by the researcher by collecting data using 
techniques and the use of different data and even more clearly direct 
to the same data source to test reliability of the informant. 
Based on the kinds of triangulation above, the researcher used 
data triangulation. It is usually called as source triangulation. It was 
done by comparing the data taken from interview and observation. 
The researcher compared the data found during the observations and 
interviews. After observing the process of the teaching process, the 
researcher did crosschecking by comparing them to the data of 
interviews.  
The analysis pattern and triangulation was presented through 
the diagram below: 
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Diagram 3.1. Trustworthiness of the data 
 
Seven Principle of Good Practice in Teaching Speaking Skill at The Tweleveth 
Grade Students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019 
The element of seven principle 
of good practice used by the 
teachers in teaching Teaching 
Speaking Skill at The Tweleveth 
Grade Students of MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 
2019 
 
The problems faced by the 
teachers in teaching Teaching 
Speaking Skill at The Tweleveth 
Grade Students of MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 
2019 
 
Observation 
 
Interview 
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 CHAPTER IV  
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Finding 
 
 The research findings consist of the description of the data found in 
research field including two parts. The First is the description of the 
elements of seven principles of good practice that used in teaching speaking 
skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 
2018/ 2019.  
 The second is the problems faced by teachers in in teaching speaking 
skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 
2018/ 2019. The research findings here were taken from observation and 
interview to the subjects of the research. The researcher presented the 
findings of the research in the form of words or qualitatively. The subjects 
of this research were the English teacher at twelfth grade of MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo. The researcher collected the data by observation and interview. 
There is only one English Teacher at twelfth grade of MA Ma’arif Cepogo.  
 The English teacher at twelfth grade of MA Ma’arif Cepogo also 
implemented curriculum 2013 in the teaching-learning process. The 
researcher joined the teaching process totally three times, which were 
divided into two meetings. Before concluding the research, the researcher 
would like to describe the teaching learning process in English speaking 
skill at twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo.  
The detailed process is described below: 
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a. Science (IPA) class  
 
 The researcher did observation only one time. It caused by the 
permission from the teacher that only permitted researcher to do 
research only in a topic. The researcher did his research in Science 
(IPA) class on Friday, January 11th, 2019 for the first lesson. The 
teacher taught about Descriptive text at Science (IPA) class. There 
were some activities done by the teacher where the researcher joined 
in the classroom during the teaching learning process. 
a) Opening 
 
 In opening section, the teacher opened the meeting by 
greeting with said “Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, 
students. Are you happy today?” followed by asking the 
students’ condition.  
 After that, she asked the leader of class to lead praying. 
The students prayed and read Asmaul Husna together. Then, the 
teacher checked students’ attendance of the students. She asked 
who were absent on that day. There were no one absent of that 
day. 
b) Main Activity 
 
i. Observing 
 In observing, the teacher delivered a material to the 
students. It was about Descriptive text. The teacher did not 
give explanation at first. She showed the students some 
pictures. The first picture was picture of Mr. B.J Habibie. 
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The teacher gave description about Mr. B.J Habibie. She 
also motivated students by the description of Mr. B.J 
Habibie. She said that Mr. B.J Habibie could cooperate with 
Germany Community because he could speak English. The 
teacher described it in English Language then she translated 
in Bahasa. 
ii. Questioning 
 
  Questioning was done by teacher on the second 
picture. The teacher showed picture of Prambanan Temple. 
She asked students whom ever visited Prambanan Temple. 
The, the students gave description about Prambanan 
Temple. The teacher wrote the students' description in white 
board. All of students’ description would be analyzed. 
iii.  Experimenting 
 
  In experimenting, the students were asked to guess 
about certain description. The teacher did not show the 
picture. She gave some clues about the picture. The clues 
given were written on white board. The teacher only gave 
description once. From teacher’s explanation, the students 
were able to know the object that was described by teacher. 
It was Suramadu Bridge. Then, teacher show the picture of 
Suramadu Bridge. 
iv.  Associating 
 
  In the activity of associating, teacher explain about 
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the use of simple present tense. The teacher also said the 
description and keywords that written in white board. Then, 
she asked some students to say it. The teacher made 
correction of students’ pronunciation. After that, the 
students were asked to guess about the topic that would be 
learned. From the previous activities, the students were able 
to know that they would study about Descriptive text. 
v.  Communicating 
 
  In communicating, the teacher divided students into 
five groups. Each group were asked to discuss about certain 
topic in ten minutes. The teacher showed five pictures. 
  Those are picture of National Monument, Bali, 
Komodo Island, Borobudur Temple, Parangtritis Beach. 
Each group was given one picture. They should describe the 
picture and presented the result of discussion in front of the 
classroom in English Language. All of member of group 
should present the result of discussion. 
c) Closing 
 
 Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students 
about the next material. The teacher also gave motivation to the 
students to always study more about English language. Then, the bell 
rang, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamu’alaikum 
Wr. Wb”. Then, the students answered “Wa’alaikumsalam Wr. Wb”. 
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b. Social Study (IPS) 1 class  
 
1. First Meeting 
 
  The researcher did observation on this class 2 times. It 
caused by the material given was not finished in a meeting. The 
researcher did his first research on Friday, January 11th, 2019. On that 
day, the teacher taught English in IPS 1 class on the third lesson. The 
teacher also taught about Descriptive text at IPS 1 class.  
  Generally, the activities that was done by teacher was 
similar for both of class. There were some activities done by the 
teacher where the researcher joined in the classroom during the 
teaching learning process.  
a) Opening 
 
 In opening section, the teacher opened the meeting by 
greeting with said “Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, 
students. Are you happy today?” followed by asking the students’ 
condition. Then, the teacher checked students’ attendance of the 
students. She asked who were absent on that day. There was one 
student whom absent on that day. 
b) Main Activity 
 
i. Observing 
 
 In observing, the teacher delivered a material to the 
students. It was about Descriptive text. The teacher explain about 
Descriptive text. Then, she showed some pictures. The first 
picture was picture of Mr. B.J Habibie. The teacher gave 
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description about Mr. B.J Habibie. She also motivated students by 
the description of Mr. B.J Habibie in bahasa. She said that Mr. B.J 
Habibie could cooperate with Germany Community because he 
could speak English. The teacher described it in English 
Language then she translated in Bahasa. 
ii. Questioning 
 
 In questioning, the teacher showed picture of Prambanan 
Temple. She gave some explanations about Prambanan Temple. 
She also asked students whom ever visited Prambanan Temple. 
Then, the teacher asked students’ opinion about Prambanan 
Temple. The teacher wrote the students' opinion in white board.  
iii.  Experimenting 
 
 In experimenting, the students were asked to guess about 
certain description. The teacher did not show the picture. She 
gave some clues about the picture. The clues given were written 
on white board. The teacher only gave description twice. From 
teacher’s explanation, the students were able to know the object 
that was described by teacher. It was Suramadu Bridge. Then, 
teacher show the picture of Suramadu Bridge. 
iv.  Associating 
 
 In the activity of associating, teacher explain about the 
function of Descriptive text. The teacher also stimulate the 
students to read the written words in white board. Then, she asked 
some students to say it. The teacher made correction of students’ 
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pronunciation. After that, the students were asked to guess about 
the use of grammar on descriptive text. From those activities, the 
students were able to know the function and the grammar used in 
Descriptive text. 
v.  Communicating 
 
 In communicating, the teacher divided students into five 
groups. Each group were asked to discuss about certain topic in 
ten minutes. The teacher showed five pictures. Those are picture 
of National Monument, Bali, Komodo Island, Borobudur Temple, 
Parangtritis Beach. Each group was given one picture. They 
should describe the picture and presented the result of discussion 
in front of the classroom in English Language. All of member of 
group should present the result of discussion. 
c) Closing 
 
 Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students about 
the next presentation. The teacher also gave motivation to the 
students to always study more about English language. Then, the bell 
rang, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. 
Wb”.  
2.  Second Meeting 
 The researcher did his second research for IPS 1 class on Saturday, 
January 12th, 2019 for the first lesson. The teacher continued in teaching 
Descriptive text at IPS 1 class. There were some activities done by the 
teacher where the researcher joined in the classroom during the teaching 
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learning process.  
a. Opening 
 
 In opening section, the teacher opened the meeting by greeting 
with said “Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, students. Are 
you happy today?” followed by asking the students’ condition. After 
that, she asked the leader of class to lead praying. The students prayed 
and read Asmaul Husna together. Reading Asmaul Husna is one of 
duty for the students before they start studying every day in MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo. Then, the teacher checked students’ attendance of the 
students. She asked who were absent on that day. There were no one 
absent of that day. 
b.  Main Activity 
 
i. Observing 
 
 In observing, the teacher reviewed the previous material to 
the students. She also reminded about the previous task. On that 
day, students should present the result of discussion. 
ii. Questioning 
 
 In questioning, the teacher asked the topic that will be 
presented by students. Each group was asked by teacher. The 
students also asked to give short description about their own topic.  
iii.  Experimenting 
 
 In experimenting, the teacher asked students to read certain 
word in English. The teacher asked students randomly. She also 
corrected the wrong pronunciation. There are some students whom 
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have good prononciatioon and the teacher give appreciation to him. 
iv.  Associating 
 
 In the activity of associating, teacher asked students about 
the previous material. Students should remember the function and 
the grammar used in Descriptive text. 
v.  Communicating 
 
 In communicating, the students were asked to present the 
result of discussion in front of the classroom in English Language. 
The presentation was done group by group presentation. In 
presentation, all of member of group should present the result of 
discussion.  
b. Closing 
 
 Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students 
about the next material. The teacher also gave motivation to the 
students to always study more about English language. Then, the bell 
rang, the teacher closed the class by saying “Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. 
Wb”.  
1. The element of seven principles of good practice that used in teaching 
speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in 
Academic Year 2018/2019?  
 In teaching-learning English at the twelfth grade students of MA 
Ma’arif Cepogo, there are some elements of seven principles of good 
practice which have been practiced by the teacher. In draw the findings, the 
researcher used checklist which consist of implementation ideas based on 
The Seven Principles Resource Center on their website 
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http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6. Besides, he also describe the finding in 
the form of descriptions. Those element used were described below: 
1. Encourages Contacts Between Students and Teacher 
The criteria that used to describe the first element are shown on the table 
below: 
Table 4.1 Criteria of encourages contacts between students and teacher 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  Share past experiences, values, and attitudes   
2.  
Design an activity that brings students to your 
office during the first weeks of class 
  
3.  
Try to get to know your students by name by 
the end of the first three weeks of the term 
  
4.  
Attend, support, and sponsor events led by 
student groups; 
  
5.  
Treat students as human beings with full real 
lives; ask how they are doing 
  
6.  Hold “out of class” review sessions   
 
Based on observation and interview, the teacher ask the students to share 
the past history of students such as what materials that have studied, the 
past experiences about English competition, etc. Teacher also know all 
of her students. Besides, teacher attend, support, and sponsor events led 
by student groups like drama practice. 
 In hold out of class review sessions, the students communicated 
with the teacher by using technology as WhtasApp and the other social 
media platform. It was looked on the interview with English teacher 
below. 
Biasanya siswa sering WhatsApp saya diluar jam pelajaran. Kalau ada 
yang tidak faham tentang Bahasa Inggris, biasanya mereka komunikasi 
terus. (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
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  Besides, the teacher tried to make students happy and comfort in 
English lesson. She used English song to make students interest in 
English subject. Besides, she brainstormed students that studying 
English is easy. By this method, the teacher could improve 
communication with the students. 
“Biar komunikasinya lebih mudah, saya buat anak senang dan nyaman 
dengan mereka, menanamkan mindset bahwa Bahasa Inggris tidak sulit. 
Sekarang jaman teknologi, anak -anak punya HP, kebanyakan mereka 
suka menyanyi. Metode biar anak nyaman atau suka Bahasa Inggris , 
biarkan mereka mendengarkan lagu Bahasa Inggris baik tau maknanya 
atau tidak. Jika sudah suka, maka komunikasinya akan gampang.  
(Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
 
The interviewed with the students also shown that the teacher 
communicate more with the students. The students liked to ask something 
to English teacher by sending message to her.  
“Beliau komunikasinya kepada siswa bagus mas, biasanya kalau ada yang 
gak difahami siswa diminta SMS atau WA beliau. Kita ya tidak sungkan 
untuk bertanya sama beliau” (Interviewed with Students on Januari 11 th, 
2019) 
 
2. Develops Reciprocity and Cooperation Among Students 
 The criteria that used to describe the second element are shown on the 
tabale below: 
Table 4.2 Criteria of develops reciprocity and cooperation among 
students 
 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  
Ask students to share information about each 
other’s backgrounds and academic interests. 
  
2.  
Encourage students to prepare together for 
classes or exams. 
  
3.  Create study groups within your course.   
4.  
Ask students to give constructive feedback on 
each other’s work and to explain difficult 
ideas to each other. 
  
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5.  
Use small group discussions, collaborative 
projects in and out of class, group 
presentations, and case study analysis. 
  
6.  
Ask students to discuss key concepts with 
other students whose backgrounds and 
viewpoints are different from their own. 
  
7.  Encourage students to work together.   
 
  In developing reciprocity and cooperation among students, the 
teacher used discussion. The discussion consist of all criteria in develops 
reciprocity and cooperation among students by The Seven Principles 
Resource Center on their website http://www.crlt.umich.edu/gsis/p4_6. 
The criterias are: Ask students to share information about each other’s 
backgrounds and academic interests; Encourage students to prepare 
together for classes or exams; reate study groups within your course; Ask 
students to give constructive feedback on each other’s work and to explain 
difficult ideas to each other; Use small group discussions; collaborative 
projects in and out of class; group presentations; and case study analysis; 
Ask students to discuss key concepts with other students whose 
backgrounds and viewpoints are different from their own; Encourage 
students to work together. 
 The teacher divided students into some groups. Each group consist of 
the cleaver students and middle students. It was done to increase 
cooperation among cleverer students with middle students. It can be 
showed from interview with English teacher. 
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Untuk meningkatkan kerjasama, saya bikin kelompok diskusi. Tentunya 
harus ada tema pasti biar belajarnya mudah. Mereka dibagi kelompok, 
dalam satu kelompok dicampur yang pintar dan kurang pintar agar bisa 
saling membantu, tetap menyediakan kamus untuk membantu menemukan 
kosakata sulit. (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
 
 Based on interviewed with the students, the teacher used various 
technique to develop reciprocity and cooperation among students. The 
student said that teacher like to use discussion and group task. 
“Beliau biasanya nyuruh diskusi siswa biar makin kompak mas, kalau gak ya 
tugas kelompok” (Interviewed with Students on Januari 11 th, 2019) 
 
3. Uses Active Learning Techniques 
 The criteria that used to describe the second element are shown on 
the tabale below: 
Table 4.3 Criteria of develops reciprocity and cooperation among students 
 
 From six criteria, the teacher only used two criteria. The first was 
asking students to present their work to the class. The teacher do this 
criteria by discussion. Th discussion was used to make students active. By 
discussion, students had many opportunities to active in learning English. 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  Ask students to present their work to the class.   
2.  
Give students concrete, real life situations to 
analyze. 
  
3.  
Ask students to summarize similarities and 
differences among research findings, artistic 
works or laboratory results. 
  
4.  Model asking questions, listening behaviors, and 
feedback. 
  
5.  Encourage use of professional journals.   
6.  Use technology to encourage active learning.   
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On that discussion, the teacher asked student to present the result of the 
discussion in front of the classroom in English language.  
 The second criteria was use technology to encourage active learning. 
The teacher used LCD and Computer to make students more active. The 
used of technology reduce time consumtion, so the students were able to 
discuss in longer time. To increase students’ interest, the teacher also used 
code switching. She mixed English and Indonesia language. 
Biar asiwa aktif, biasanya memakai switch code, bahasanya campuran, 
English-Indonesia agar mereka terbiasa mendengarkan dan berbicara 
Bahasa Inggris walau tidak tahu kosakata yang penting mereka nyaman 
dahulu. Hal ini saya anjurkan pula saat mereka diskusi. (Interviewed with 
Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
 
The interviewed with the students shown that the teacher used mixed 
language to makes students active. Sometimes, the teacher used English 
and then translated into Bahasa.  
“Beliau suka pake Bahasa campuran biar kira mudah mencerna dan makin 
aktif berbahasa Inggris” (Interviewed with Student on Januari 11 th, 2019) 
 
4. Gives Prompt Feedback 
The criteria that used to describe the forth element are shown on the tabale 
below: 
Table 4.3 Criteria of gives prompt feedback 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  
Return examinations promptly, preferably within a 
week, if not sooner. 
  
2.  
Schedule brief meetings with the students to 
discuss their progress. 
  
3.  
Give frequent quizzes and homework assignments 
to help students monitor their progress. 
  
4.  
Give students written comments on the strengths 
and weakness of their tests/papers. 
  
5.  
Give students focused feedback on their work early 
in the term. 
  
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6.  
Consider giving a mid-term assessment or progress 
report. 
  
 
  In giving prompts feedback, the teacher used four criteria from six 
criteria. The criteria that used were: schedule brief meetings with the 
students to discuss their progress; give frequent quizzes and homework 
assignments to help students monitor their progress; give students focused 
feedback on their work early in the term; consider giving a mid-term 
assessment or progress report. The teacher discuss the difficulties in 
learning English. In observation, she came into each group and asked their 
problem. Then, she gave solution from students’ problem. Then, she gave 
them solutions. From the problem faced, the teacher gave homework 
assignment to help students monitor their progress. Fot midterm test, it 
was become routine activity on the school. 
5. Emphasizes Time on Task 
 The criteria that used to describe the fifth element are shown on the 
table below: 
Table 4.5 Criteria of emphasizes time on task 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  
Communicate to students the amount of time 
they should spend preparing for class. 
  
2.  
Expect students to complete their assignments 
promptly. 
  
3.  
Underscore the importance of regular work, 
steady application, self-pacing, scheduling. 
  
4.  
Divide class into timed segments so as to 
keep on task. 
  
5.  
Meet with students who fall behind to discuss 
their study habits, schedules. 
  
6.  
Use technology to make resources easily 
available to students. 
  
7.  
Consider using mastery learning, contract 
learning. 
  
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 In emphasizing task on time, the teacher did all of criterias above. The 
teacher always communicate to students the amount of time they should 
spend preparing for class. She commuiniacted with the students in the end 
of lesson. She described the assignment, the deadline of assignment, and 
making contract with students. She also used technology such wahtsapp to 
monitor the assignment. 
 The teacher would give punishment. The kind of punishment the given 
to the students are academic punishment. It was done to build discipline 
character to the students.  
Jika diberi tugas, khususnya PR, mereka ada yang melakukanya on-time, ada 
yang tidak, tetapi karena diwajibkan maka mereka harusmalakukanya, jika 
tidak ada hukumanya. (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 
2019) 
Based on interviewed with the students, the teacher will give 
punishment to the students whom not finishing homework on time. 
“Sukanya dihukum mas kalau gak ngerjain PR atau tugas tepat waktu” 
(Interviewed with Student on Januari 11 th, 2019) 
 
6. Communicates High Expectations 
The criteria that used to describe the sixth element are shown on the table 
below: 
Table 4.6 Criteria communicates high expectations 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  
Make your expectations clear at the beginning of 
the course both in writing and orally. Tell them 
you expect them to work hard. 
  
2.  
Periodically discuss how well the class is doing 
during the course of the semester. 
  
3.  
Encourage students to write; require drafts of 
work.  Give students opportunities to revise their 
work. 
  
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4.  Set up study guidelines.   
5.  
Be energized and enthusiastic in your interaction 
with students. 
  
 
 The teacher had high expectations to the students about English. She 
wanted the students could use their English skill for their life. She 
described her expectations clearly in the beginning of lesson. The teacher 
not only communicated her expectation, but also did some actions. She 
made English club and English drama club. There was routine meeting 
among the members. The teacher made guidelines for the drama concept. 
She also accompanied them when practized and made enthusiastic in your 
interaction with students. 
 On that meeting, the member of English club should speak English. 
Besides, in English drama, the teacher made event to perform English 
drama. The researcher was ever watched the drama. The quality of 
students’ speaking was very good. 
Harapanya selain nilai bagus, ketika keluar dari sekolah ini,mereka bisa 
memakai Bahasa Inggris lancer dalam conversation, intinya ketika mereka 
membutuhkan sudah siap. Untuk itu, kita sediakan wahana berupa English 
drama dan English club (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 
2019) 
 
7. Respects Diverse Talents and Ways of Learning 
The criteria that used to describe the first element are shown on the table 
below: 
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Table 4.7 Criteria of Respects Diverse Talents and Ways of Learning 
No Identification Yes No 
1.  
Use a range of teaching activities to address a 
broad spectrum of students. 
  
2.  
Provide extra material or exercises for students 
who lack essential background knowledge or 
skills. 
  
3.  
Identify students’ learning styles, backgrounds 
at the beginning of the semester. 
  
4.  
Use different activities in class – videos, 
discussions, lecture, groups, guest speakers, 
pairwork. 
  
5.  
Use different assignment methods – written, 
oral, projects, etc. – so as to engage as many 
ways of learning as possible (e.g., visual, 
auditory). 
  
 In teaching learnin process, the teacher used different activities 
such as listening song, videos, etc. She also told students that there are 
many ways to learn Engliah.  Based on interviewed, the researcher found 
that there was a student whom had different way of learning English. The 
teacher said that the student was not interested in studying, but he liked 
English more. The student learned English from technology. He liked 
English movie and games.  
 When he watched movie or playing game, he imitate the English 
sound that he heard. His achievement in English lesson was also good. 
The teacher appreciate and appreciate that student. She liked the different 
way to lean English.  
Ada anak yang punya cara belajar berbeda. Anaknya tidak suka belajar 
tapi suka Bahasa Inggris. Dia memakai teknologi, belajar dengan nonton 
film dan game yang ada voice Bahasa inggrisnya. Dia aktif, kosakata 
bagus, ada tema dadakan dia orang pertama yang Bahasa Inggrisnya 
lancar, Saya suka cara dia belajar. (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on 
Januari 12th, 2019) 
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2. The problems faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth 
grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019 
 In teaching-learning process, problem is a thing must be faced by 
teachers in actualization of the materials to make the students understand 
about it. Based on the teaching-learning speaking observations and 
interview with the English teacher in twelfth class of MA Ma’arif Cepogo, 
the following are problems faced by the teachers in teaching speaking skill: 
i. The Students low participation 
 
 Each student had different level of activity in class. There were 
active students and passive students. Most of students did not have self-
confidences to explore their capability in speaking. Based on the results 
of observation, there were differentiation for IPA class and IPS 1 class. 
Students of IPA class looked more active than IPS 1 class. When the 
teacher asked the students to answer the teacher’s question, there were 
many students whom want to answer teacher’s question. Besides, only 
few of students answered directly in IPS 1 class.  
 On that class, the students also had lack self-confidence. The 
students who answered or participate actively were just as the usual. So 
other students just kept paying attention without participating in 
answering the teachers’ question. This condition could make the 
teaching-learning process did not run well. It was such the result of 
interview with Mrs. Suhartini, the teacher said: 
“Masalah untuk 2 kelas tersebut berbeda. Kalau kelas IPA siswanya lebih 
aktif. Penyerapan Bahasa Inggris mereka juga lebih baik. Jadi lebih 
mudah untuk kelas IPA. Untuk kelas IPS 1, mereka lebih suka diam ketika 
pelajaran. Ketika ditanya secara umum tentang materi yang dibahas, 
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siswa yang biasa diam mereka memilih tetap diam dan tidak 
berpartisipasi aktif didalam kelas. Hal ini menjadikan pembelajaran tidak 
seimbang didalam kelas karena pasti siswa yang diam akan banyak 
tertinggal dalam pemahaman materinya” (Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini 
on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
ii. Mother tongue used 
 
 Based on the observation and interview with the English teachers, the 
students got difficulty in speaking. The students mostly used their mother 
tongue during the teaching speaking. Even though the teachers always 
started by using English or inviting to communicate using English, but the 
students often used their mother tongues. It is also in line with the teacher 
explanation in the interview. 
“Sebenarnya ini masalah biasa mas, mereka orang jawa, setiap hari 
ngomong bahasa jawa, bahkan setiap saat. Jadi ketika ngomong 
Inggris, Bahasa Inggrisnya medok. Itu kadang membuat siswa malu 
untuk ngomong Bahasa Inggris. Karena malu itu, mereka jadi 
jarang bicara Bahasa Inggris. Untuk kedua kelas hal ini terjadi.” 
(Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
iii.  Lack of vocabulary 
 This was also common problem in studying English. As foreign 
language, students were facing difficulties when they did not know the 
meaning of English terms. This problem faced by all of students both of 
IPA class and IPS 1 class. In solving this problems, the teacher taught 
English used mixed language.  
 She Explained material in English and then translated her 
explanation in Bahasa. She also asked students to do the same action. In 
result, some students were able to communicate English fluently. 
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“Kekurangan kosakata ini membuat siswa kesulitan ketika ingin bicara 
bahasa Inggris. Tapi saya ajarkan siswa-siswa kelas 12 untuk memakai 
mixed language. Kalau gak tau artinya dicampur pakai Bahasa 
Indonesia. Yang penting mereka mau ngomong Inggris dulu” 
(Interviewed with Mrs. Suhartini on Januari 12 th, 2019) 
B.  Discussion 
 This part presents the discussion of the research findings. There are 
three research questions proposed in this research. The discussion focuses on 
the finding of the three proposed research questions. The first discussion is 
about the element of seven principles of good practice that used in teaching 
speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in 
Academic Year 2018/2019.  
 While, the third discussion is about problems faced by teacher in 
teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
in Academic Year 2018/ 2019. From those discussions finding, the researcher 
would like to describe that finding in the form of description.  
 Here are the discussion of the research findings explained below: 
a. The element of seven principles of good practice that used in teaching 
speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in 
Academic Year 2018/ 2019 
 Based on observation and interviewed with the English teacher, it can be 
concluded that the teacher had applied all elements of seven principles of 
good practice. It can be described below: 
1. Encourages Contacts Between Students and Teacher 
 The teacher had more contact with the students. She asked the 
students to share the past history of students such as what materials that 
have studied, the past experiences about English competition, etc. 
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Teacher also know all of her students. Besides, teacher attend, support, 
and sponsor events led by student groups like drama practice. She also 
stimulated students to have contact by technology. She shared her 
number then the students contact the teacher when they got problem in 
learning English. Her way made students comfort to encourage contact 
between teacher and students. 
 It was appropriate with the theory. Frequent student-teacher contact 
in and out of classes is the most important factor in student motivation 
and involvement. Teacher concern helps students get through rough 
times and keep on working.  (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:3). 
2. Develops Reciprocity and Cooperation Among Students 
 To develop reciprocity and cooperation among students, the 
teacher used discussion method. The teacher divided students into some 
groups. Each group consist of the cleaver students and middle students. 
It was done to increase cooperation among cleverer students with middle 
students. It can be showed from interview with English teacher. 
 It was appropriate with the theory. Learning is enhanced when it is 
more like a team effort than a solo race. Good learning, like good work, 
is collaborative and social, not competitive and isolated. Working with 
others often increases involvement in learning. Sharing one’s own ideas 
and responding to others’ reactions sharpens thinking and deepens 
understanding. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:3). 
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3. Uses Active Learning Techniques 
 The teacher asked students to present their work to the class. The 
teacher do this criteria by discussion. The discussion was used to make 
students active. By discussion, students had many opportunities to 
active in learning English. On that discussion, the teacher asked student 
to present the result of the discussion in front of the classroom in 
English language. Besides, the teacher used LCD and Computer to 
make students more active. The used of technology reduce time 
consumtion, so the students were able to discuss in longer time. 
Based on theory, Learning is not a spectator sport. Students do not 
learn much just by sitting in classes listening to teachers, memorizing 
prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers. They must talk 
about what they are learning, write about it, relate it to past experiences 
and apply it to their daily lives. They must make what they learn part of 
themselves. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
4. Gives Prompt Feedback 
 Based on observation, the teacher used four criteria from six 
criteria. The criteria that used were: schedule brief meetings with the 
students to discuss their progress; give frequent quizzes and homework 
assignments to help students monitor their progress; give students 
focused feedback on their work early in the term; consider giving a 
mid-term assessment or progress report. The teacher discuss the 
difficulties in learning English. In observation, she came into each 
group and asked their problem. Then, she gave solution from students’ 
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problem. Then, she gave them solutions. From the problem faced, the 
teacher gave homework assignment to help students monitor their 
progress. For midterm test, it was become routine activity on the 
school. 
Theoretically, students need appropriate feedback on 
performance to benefit from courses. When getting started, students 
need help in assessing existing knowledge and competence. In classes, 
students need frequent opportunities to perform and receive 
suggestions for improvement. Students need chances to reflect on 
what they have learned, what they still need to know, and how to 
assess themselves. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
5. Emphasizes Time on Task 
 In emphasizing task on time, the teacher would give punishment. 
The teacher always communicate to students the amount of time they 
should spend preparing for class. She commuinicated with the 
students in the end of lesson. She described the assignment, the 
deadline of assignment, and making contract with students. She also 
used technology such wahtsapp to monitor the assignment. The kind 
of punishment the given to the students are academic punishment. It 
was done to build discipline character to the students.  
  On the theory, Time plus energy equals learning. There is 
no substitute for time on task. Learning to use one’s time well is 
critical for students and professionals alike. Students need help in 
learning effective time management. Allocating realistic amounts of 
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time means effective learning for students and effective teaching. 
How an institution defines time expectations for students, school, 
administrators, and other professional staff can establish the basis for 
high performance for all. (Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
6. Communicates High Expectations 
 The teacher wanted the students could use their English skill for 
their life. The teacher not only communicated her expectation, but 
also did some actions. She made English club and English drama 
club. She described her expectations clearly in the beginning of 
lesson. The teacher not only communicated her expectation, but also 
did some actions. She made English club and English drama club. 
There was routine meeting among the members. The teacher made 
guidelines for the drama concept. She also accompanied them when 
practized and made enthusiastic in your interaction with students. 
There was routine meeting among the members.  
 On that meeting, the member of English club should speak 
English. Besides, in English drama, the teacher made event to 
perform English drama. The researcher was ever watched the drama. 
The quality of students’ speaking was very good. 
 High expectations are important for everyone-for the poorly 
prepared, for those unwilling to exert themselves, and for the bright 
and well-motivated. Expecting students to perform well becomes a 
self-fulfilling prophecy when teachers and institutions hold high 
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expectations of themselves and make extra efforts. (Chickering, A. & 
Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:4). 
7. Respects Diverse Talents and Ways of Learning 
 The teacher used different activities such as listening song, 
videos, etc. She also told students that there are many ways to learn 
Engliah.  Based on interviewed, the researcher found that there was a 
student whom had different way of learning English. The teacher 
said that the student was not interested in studying, but he liked 
English more. The student learned English from technology. He 
liked English movie and games.  
 There is a student whom had different way of learning English. 
The teacher said that the student was not interested in studying, but 
he liked English more. The student learned English from technology. 
He liked English movie and games. When he watched movie or 
playing game, he imitate the English sound that he heard. His 
achievement in English lesson was also good. The teacher appreciate 
and appreciate that student. She liked the different way to learn 
English. Based on theory, people bring different talents and styles of 
learning. Brilliant students in the seminar room may be all thumbs in 
the lab or art studio. Students rich in hands-on experience may not 
do so well with theory. Students need the opportunity to show their 
talents and learn in ways that work for them. Then they can be 
pushed to learning in new ways that do not come so easily. 
(Chickering, A. & Ehrmann, S. C. 1987:5). 
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b. The problems faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth 
grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/2019 
 The second problem of the research can be answered about the 
problems faced by teachers in teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade 
students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/2019. Based on the 
result of research finding above the problems faced by the teachers were 
students’ low participation, mother tongue used, and lack of vocabulary. 
 Based on the findings above, those are appropriate with the theories 
about problems in teaching speaking. There are several factors that influence 
learning of speaking skills for instance; 1) the use of mother tongue outside 
and inside classroom environment, 2) low status of English in a country, 3) 
and passiveness of learners in classroom (Alharbi, 2015:23). It also 
supported by other expert. Al-Hosni (2014: 123) identifies factors causing 
speaking difficulties as; 1) Students are worried about making mistakes 
fearful of criticism, or simply shy. 2) Students have no motivation to express 
themselves only one participant can talk at a time because of large classes 
and the tendency of some learners to dominate while others speak very little 
or not at all. 3) Learners who share the same mother tongue tend to use it 
because it is easier and because they feel less exposed if they speak their 
mother tongue.  
 From the discussions above, it can be concluded that the problems 
faced by the teachers, the teacher should use appropriate method or strategy 
to make the whole students active during the teaching process. The teachers 
should motivate and invite the students to speak up and never think about 
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making mistakes. The habit and language environment should be built. If 
there is no good language environment and being habit, the students will 
always use or combine with their mother tongue. 
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CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A.  Conclusion 
 
After describing and analyzing the data, the researcher can draw 
conclusions as follows: 
1. The element of seven principles of good practice that used in 
teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo in Academic Year 2018/ 2019  
 Based on observation and interview with English teacher, the 
researcher found that the teacher applied all of element on seven 
principles of good practice in teaching English speaking skill at twelfth 
grade of MA Ma’arif Cepogo. Those elements are: Encourages contact 
between students and school, develops reciprocity and cooperation 
among students, encourages active learning, gives prompt feedback, 
emphasizes time on task, communicates high expectations, respects 
diverse talents and ways of learning in teaching English speaking skill. 
2. The problems faced by teacher in teaching speaking skill at the 
twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo in Academic Year 
2018/ 2019. 
 The teachers found problems in teaching activity. As the results of 
analysis in the previous chapter, the problems faced by the teachers in 
teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo were students’ low participation, mother tongue used, and lack 
of vocabulary.  
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B.  Suggestion 
 
After the researcher draws the conclusion on teachers’ methods in 
teaching speaking skill at the twelfth grade students of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
in academic year 2018/2019, the researcher is going to present the suggestion 
to the teacher and other researcher dealing with teaching-learning process of 
reading comprehension. 
1. For the teacher 
 
a. The teacher should be able to make the students learn actively, 
especially in practicing in the class; 
b. The teacher should try using target language in presenting material, so 
that the students can use English actively; 
c. The teacher should create warm situation in the teaching speaking 
process as comfort as possible to support the process; 
d. The teacher must be more creative and attractive in teaching. 
 
2. To the other researcher 
 
The researcher realizes that this research is not perfect.  There are still 
many weaknesses dealing with the theory or method because of the limited 
skill of the researcher. He also understands that this research paper only gives 
little contribution for teaching and learning speaking skill. The other 
researcher perhaps can develop this research are suitable for students in order 
to give new dimension in world of education. However, the researcher is sure 
that it will be useful and can be used as reference in the same field especially 
teaching speaking skill. 
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Appendix 1: Field Note 
Code   : 01 
Title   :  Observation 
Informant :  English Teacher 
Place  :  IPA class  
Day/Date :  Friday, January 11th, 2019 
 This is the first meeting for researcher in conducting the research. For 
this meeting, the researcher observed the teaching process on IPA class. The 
teacher taught English in the third lesson. On this meeting, the teaching would 
like to teach Descriptive Text for speaking practice. The researcher did 
observation only one time. It caused by the permission from the teacher that only 
permitted researcher to do research only in a topic.  
 The researcher did his research in Science (IPA) class on Friday, January 
11th, 2019 for the first lesson. The teacher taught about Descriptive text at 
Science (IPA) class. There were some activities done by the teacher where the 
researcher joined in the classroom during the teaching learning process. 
 In opening section, the teacher opened the meeting by greeting with said 
“Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, students. Are you happy today?” 
followed by asking the students’ condition. After that, she asked the leader of 
class to lead praying. The students prayed and read Asmaul Husna together. Then, 
the teacher checked students’ attendance of the students. She asked who were 
absent on that day. There were no one absent of that day. 
Then, the teacher delivered a material to the students. It was about 
Descriptive text. The teacher explain about Descriptive text. Then, she showed 
some pictures. The first picture was picture of Mr. B.J Habibie. The teacher gave 
description about Mr. B.J Habibie. She also motivated students by the description 
of Mr. B.J Habibie in bahasa. She said that Mr. B.J Habibie could cooperate with 
Germany Community because he could speak English. The teacher described it in 
English Language then she translated in Bahasa. 
The second picture is about Prambanan Temple. The teacher showed 
picture of Prambanan Temple. She gave some explanations about Prambanan 
Temple. She also asked students whom ever visited Prambanan Temple. Then, the 
teacher asked students’ opinion about Prambanan Temple. The teacher wrote the 
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students' opinion in white board.  
Before presenting third picture, the students were asked to guess about 
certain description. The teacher did not show the picture. She gave some clues 
about the picture. The clues given were written on white board. The teacher only 
gave description twice. From teacher’s explanation, the students were able to 
know the object that was described by teacher. It was Suramadu Bridge. Then, 
teacher show the picture of Suramadu Bridge. 
After showing three pictures, teacher explain about the function of 
Descriptive text. The teacher also stimulate the students to read the written words 
in white board. Then, she asked some students to say it. The teacher made 
correction of students’ pronunciation. After that, the students were asked to guess 
about the use of grammar on descriptive text. From those activities, the students 
were able to know the function and the grammar used in Descriptive text. 
For speaking practice, the teacher used Discussion method. The teacher 
divided students into five groups. Each group were asked to discuss about certain 
topic in ten minutes. The teacher showed five pictures. Those are picture of 
National Monument, Bali, Komodo Island, Borobudur Temple, Parangtritis 
Beach. Each group was given one picture.  
They should describe the picture and presented the result of discussion in 
front of the classroom in English Language. All of member of group should 
present the result of discussion. One of members presented the first description 
about the topic. Then, the other members presented the second and the next 
descriptions of the text. On this class, the students could present their topic 
fluently. 
Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students about the 
next meeting material. The teacher also gave motivation to the students to always 
study more about English language. Then, the bell rang, the teacher closed the 
class by saying “Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb”. 
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Code   :   02 
Title   :  Observation 
Informant :  English Teacher 
Place  :  IPS 1 class  
Day/Date :  Friday, January 11th, 2019 
 The researcher did his first research in the IPS 1 Class on Friday, January 
11th, 2019. On that day, the teacher taught English in IPS 1 class on the third 
lesson. The teacher also taught about Descriptive text at IPS 1 class. Generally, 
the activities that was done by teacher was similar for both of class. There were 
some activities done by the teacher where the researcher joined in the classroom 
during the teaching learning process.  
 The teacher opened the meeting by greeting with said 
“Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, students. Are you happy today?” 
followed by asking the students’ condition. Then, the teacher checked students’ 
attendance of the students. She asked who were absent on that day. There was one 
student whom absent on that day. 
 After that, the teacher delivered a material to the students. It was about 
Descriptive text. The teacher explain about Descriptive text. Then, she showed 
some pictures. The first picture was picture of Mr. B.J Habibie. The teacher gave 
description about Mr. B.J Habibie. She also motivated students by the description 
of Mr. B.J Habibie in bahasa. She said that Mr. B.J Habibie could cooperate with 
Germany Community because he could speak English. The teacher described it in 
English Language then she translated in Bahasa. 
 For the next picture, the teacher showed picture of Prambanan Temple. 
She gave some explanations about Prambanan Temple. She also asked students 
whom ever visited Prambanan Temple. Then, the teacher asked students’ opinion 
about Prambanan Temple. The teacher wrote the students' opinion in white board.  
 Then, students were asked to guess about certain description. The teacher 
did not show the picture. She gave some clues about the picture. The clues given 
were written on white board. The teacher only gave description twice. From 
teacher’s explanation, the students were able to know the object that was 
described by teacher. It was Suramadu Bridge. Then, teacher show the picture of 
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Suramadu Bridge. 
 After showing all of pictures, the teacher explained about the function of 
Descriptive text. The teacher also stimulate the students to read the written words 
in white board. Then, she asked some students to say it. The teacher made 
correction of students’ pronunciation. After that, the students were asked to guess 
about the use of grammar on descriptive text. From those activities, the students 
were able to know the function and the grammar used in Descriptive text. 
 For English speaking practice, the teacher also used Discussion method 
on this class. The teacher divided students into five groups. Each group were 
asked to discuss about certain topic in ten minutes. The teacher showed five 
pictures. Those are picture of National Monument, Bali, Komodo Island, 
Borobudur Temple, Parangtritis Beach. Each group was given one picture. They 
should describe the picture and presented the result of discussion in front of the 
classroom in English Language. All of member of group should present the result 
of discussion. 
 Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students about the 
next meeting material. The teacher also gave motivation to the students to always 
study more about English language. Then, the bell rang, the teacher closed the 
class by saying “Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb”.  
 
Code   :   03 
Title   :  Observation 
Informant :  English Teacher 
Place  :  IPS 1 class  
Day/Date :  Saturday, January 12th, 2019 
 The researcher did his second research for IPS 1 class on Saturday, 
January 12th, 2019 for the first lesson. The teacher continued in teaching 
Descriptive text at IPS 1 class. There were some activities done by the teacher 
where the researcher joined in the classroom during the teaching learning process.  
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 For the beginning of teaching, the teacher opened the meeting by 
greeting with said “Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb”, Good morning, students. Are you 
happy today?” followed by asking the students’ condition. After that, she asked 
the leader of class to lead praying. The students prayed and read Asmaul Husna 
together.  
 Reading Asmaul Husna is one of duty for the students before they start 
studying every day in MA Ma’arif Cepogo. Then, the teacher checked students’ 
attendance of the students. She asked who were absent on that day. There were no 
one absent of that day. 
 This meeting continued the previous material. The first, the teacher 
reviewed the previous material to the students. She also reminded about the 
previous task. On that day, students should present the result of discussion.  
 The, the teacher asked the topic that will be presented by students. Each 
group was asked by teacher. The students also asked to give short description 
about their own topic. The teacher asked students to read certain word in English. 
The teacher asked students randomly. She also corrected the wrong pronunciation. 
 After that, the teacher asked students about the previous material. 
Students should remember the function and the grammar used in Descriptive text. 
The students were asked to present the result of discussion in front of the 
classroom in English Language. The presentation was done group by group 
presentation. In presentation, all of member of group should present the result of 
discussion.  
 Before closing the meeting the teacher reminded the students about the 
next material. The teacher also gave motivation to the students to always study 
more about English language. Then, the bell rang, the teacher closed the class by 
saying “Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb”.  
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Appendix 2: Interview Script 
 
Date of interview  : Friday, January 11th, 2019 
Place : Teacher’s room of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
Interviewer : Muhammad Maghfur 
Interviewee : Mrs. Suhartini, M.Pd 
 
Interviewer : Assalamualaikum bu. Perkenalkan saya Muhammad 
Maghfur dari IAIN Surakarta. Mohon maaf menganggu 
waktunya. Saya ingin wawancara terkait proses belajar 
mengajar Bahasa Inggris, khsusnya speaking di MA Ma’arif 
Cepogo bu. 
Mrs.Suhartini : Wa’alaikumsalam mas. Iya mas, bagaimana mas? 
Interviewer :  Saya ingin wawancara terkait metode pengajaran Bahasa 
Speaking dan pengaplikasian 7 prinsip pengajaran bu. 
Mrs.Suhartini : Iya bagaimana mas ? 
Interviewer : Dalam satu minggu berapa kali bertatap muka dengan siswa 
bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Kalau kelas 3 ada 2 kali per kelas, kalau 2 kelas berarti 4 
kali 
Interviewer : Kalau dikelas biasanya memakai Bahasa Inggris atau 
Indonesia bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Saya campur, kadang Bahasa Indonesia kadang Bahasa 
Inggris 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara Ibu meningkatkan kontak/komunikasi 
dengan siswa, khususnya komunikasi  memakai bahasa 
Inggris ?  
Mrs.Suhartini : Kalau dikelas saya biasanya tanyai apa masalah saat 
ngerjain tugas. Kalau ada PR saya suruh W.A. Biasanya 
siswa sering WhatsApp saya diluar jam pelajaran. Kalau 
ada yang tidak faham tentang Bahasa Inggris, biasanya 
mereka komunikasi terus 
Interviewer :  Bagaimana respon siswa ketika berkomunikasi terkait 
Speaking Learning? 
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Mrs.Suhartini : Senang mereka, cuman kadang bingung gimana mau 
jawabnya. 
Interviewer :  Kemudian bu, bagaimana cara ibu biar anak anak lebih 
senang dengan Bahasa Inggris ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Biar komunikasinya lebih mudah, saya buat anak senang 
dan nyaman dengan mereka, menanamkan mindset bahwa 
Bahasa Inggris tidak sulit. Sekarang jaman teknologi, anak-
anak punya HP, kebanyakan mereka suka menyanyi. 
Metode biar anak nyaman atau suka Bahasa Inggris, biarkan 
mereka mendengarkan lagu Bahasa Inggris baik tau 
maknanya atau tidak. Jika sudah suka, maka komunikasinya 
akan gampang 
Interviewer :  Caranya untuk menanamkan mindset bahwa bahasa Inggris 
tidak sulit bagaimana bu? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Sekarang jaman teknologi, anak-anak punya HP, 
kebanyakan mereka suka menyanyi. Metode biar anak 
nyaman atau suka Bahasa Inggris, biarkan mereka 
mendengarkan lagu Bahasa Inggris  baik tau maknanya atau 
tidak 
Interviewer :  Respon mereka ketika mendengarkan lagu tersebut 
bagaimana bu?  
Mrs.Suhartini : Lebih antusias terhadap Bahasa Inggris setlah 
mendengarkan lagu berbahasa Inggris 
Interviewer : Bagaimana cara ibu dalam meningkatkan 
kerjasama/kolaborasi antar siswa dalam diskusi kelompok ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Untuk meningkatkan kerjasama, saya bikin kelompok 
diskusi. Tentunya harus ada tema pasti biar belajarnya 
mudah. Mereka dibagi kelompok, dalam satu kelompok 
dicampur yang pintar dan kurang pintar agar bisa saling 
membantu, tetap menyediakan kamus untuk membantu 
menemukan kosakata sulit. 
Interviewer :  Waktu diskusi hambatanya apa bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Yang pasti kosakata 
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Interviewer :  Bagaimana cara Ibu agar siswa menjadi lebih aktif dalam 
Sepaking Learning ? 
Mrs.Suhartini  :  Biar asiwa aktif, biasanya memakai switch code, bahasanya 
campuran, English-Indonesia agar mereka terbiasa 
mendengarkan dan berbicara Bahasa Inggris walau tidak 
tahu kosakata yang penting mereka nyaman dahulu. Hal ini 
saya anjurkan pula saat mereka diskusi  
Interviewer :  Biasanya, apa kesulitan siswa dalam speaking?  
Mrs.Suhartini : Yang pertama partisipasi mereka ada yang kurang. 
Interviewer :  Maksudnya bagaimana bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Jadi masalah untuk 2 kelas tersebut berbeda. Kalau kelas 
IPA siswanya lebih aktif. Penyerapan Bahasa Inggris 
mereka juga lebih baik. Jadi lebih mudah untuk kelas IPA. 
Untuk kelas IPS 1, mereka lebih suka diam ketika pelajaran. 
Ketika ditanya secara umum tentang materi yang dibahas, 
siswa yang biasa diam mereka memilih tetap diam dan tidak 
berpartisipasi aktif didalam kelas. Hal ini menjadikan 
pembelajaran tidak seimbang didalam kelas karena pasti 
siswa yang diam akan banyak tertinggal dalam pemahaman 
materinya 
Interviewer : Selain itu ada bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Ada, mereka kan tiap hari pakai Bahasa Jawa, jadi masih 
English Jawa gitu. 
Interviewer :  Kalau hal itu kan lumrah bu untuk pelajar di Jawa. 
Mrs.Suhartini : Sebenarnya ini masalah biasa mas, mereka orang jawa, 
setiap hari ngomong bahasa jawa, bahkan setiap saat. Jadi 
ketika ngomong Inggris, Bahasa Inggrisnya medok. Itu 
kadang membuat siswa malu untuk ngomong Bahasa 
Inggris. Karena malu itu, mereka jadi jarang bicara Bahasa 
Inggris. Untuk kedua kelas hal ini terjadi. 
Interviewer :  Apakah hanya dua itu bu masalahnya ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Ada, biasanya kosakatanya kurang. 
Interviewer : Untuk kelas IPA sepertinya sudah bagus bu ? 
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Mrs.Suhartini : Lumayan mas. Kekurangan kosakata ini membuat siswa 
kesulitan ketika ingin bicara bahasa Inggris. Tapi saya 
ajarkan siswa-siswa kelas 12 untuk memakai mixed 
language. Kalau gak tau artinya dicampur pakai Bahasa 
Indonesia. Yang penting mereka mau ngomong Inggris dulu 
Interviewer :  Bagaimana cara ibu mengatasi kesulitan-kesuliatan yang 
dihadapi tersebut ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Sebelum pulang mereka diberi tugas yang nantinya akan 
dibahas dipertemuan selanjutnya agar mereka siap pada 
pelajaran selanjutnya. 
Interviewer :  Dalam speaking, biasanya tugas apa yang sering diberikan 
kepada siswa ?  
Mrs.Suhartini : Macam-macam mas. Sebelum pulang mereka diberi tugas, 
kadang PR yang nantinya akan dibahas dipertemuan 
selanjutnya agar mereka siap pada pelajaran selanjutnya. 
Interviewer : Apakah mereka bisa menyelesaikanya tepat waktu ? Jika 
tidak, bagaimana cara ibu agar mereka menyelesaikanya 
tepat waktu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Jika diberi tugas, khususnya PR, mereka ada yang 
melakukanya on-time, ada yang tidak, tetapi karena 
diwajibkan maka mereka harusmalakukanya, jika tidak ada 
hukumanya. 
Interviewer :  Apakah ibu memiliki target pembelajaran lain selain yang 
tercantum dalam Sylabuss ?  
Mrs.Suhartini : Harapanya selain nilai bagus, ketika keluar dari sekolah 
ini,mereka bisa memakai Bahasa Inggris lancer dalam 
conversation, intinya ketika mereka membutuhkan sudah 
siap. Untuk itu, kita sediakan wahana berupa English drama 
dan English club 
Interviewer : Kalau English clubnya biasanya setiap hari apa bu ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Setiap rabu setelah pulang sekolah mas 
Interviewer : Kalau yang English dramanya bu ? 
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Mrs.Suhartini : Biasanya sabtu, tapi kadang kesepakatan juga. Mereka 
berlatih, kemudian pentas saat Akhirussanah 
Interviewer : Tidak semua siswa tertarik dengan speaking, ada yang 
tertarik reading, writing bahkan ada yang tidak tertarik 
dengan bahasa Inggris. Biasanya, apa yang dilakukan ibu 
terhadap siswa tersebut ? Adakah perlakuan khusus ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Untuk yang suka itu mudah, kalau yang tidak suka dengan 
mendekati secara personal, membantu meraka ketika ada 
kesulitan Bahasa Inggris, yang penting mereka nyaman dulu 
dengan saya. 
Interviewer : Respon siswa ketika ibu dekati ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Bagus, mulai menyukai Bahasa Inggris, merasa Bahasa 
Inggris itu penting 
Interviewer : Apakah ada siswa yang memiliki gaya belajar bahasa 
Inggris yang khas ? Bagaimana ibu memperhatikan siswa 
tersebut dan bagaimana capaian belajarnya ? 
Mrs.Suhartini : Ada anak yang punya cara belajar berbeda. Anaknya tidak 
suka belajar tapi suka Bahasa Inggris. Dia memakai 
teknologi, belajar dengan nonton film dan game yang ada 
voice Bahasa inggrisnya. Dia aktif, kosakata bagus, ada 
tema dadakan dia orang pertama yang Bahasa Inggrisnya 
lancar. Saya suka cara dia belajar. 
Interviewer : Terimakasih banyak bu atas informasinya. Semoga bisa 
bermanfaat untuk tugas akhir saya. 
Mrs. Suhartini : Sama-sama mas. 
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Date of Interview  : Saturday, January 12th, 2019 
Place  : Classroom of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
Interviewer  : Muhammad Maghfur 
Interviewee  : Fajar Atriyani  
 
Interviewer : Assalamualaikum, Selamat pagi mbak, perkenalkan saya ifur 
dari iain surakarta. boleh saya wawancara sebentar ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Wa’alaikumsalam. Boleh mas, 
Interviewer : Boleh tau namanya siapa dan dari kelas mana? 
Fajar Atriyani : Nama saya Fajar Atriyani kelas XII IPA 
Interviewer : Jadi begini mbak, saya mau bertanya beberapa hal terkait 
pengajaran bahasa inggris di kelas mbak 
Fajar Atriyani : Oyya mas, ada yang bisa saya bantu mas ? 
Interviewer : Seberapa sering guru bahasa inggris berkomunikasi face to 
face dengan siswa? 
Fajar Atriyani : Ada 4 jam pertemuan face to face antara guru dengan siswa 
Interviewer : Apakah cara beliau bisa diterima ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Alhamdulillah bisa kami terima 
Interviewer : Contohkan ketika beliau berkomunikasi dengan anda ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Kadang memakai bahasa inggris, kadang memakai bahasa 
indonesia. sering memberi motivasi biar semangat dalam 
belajar bahasa inggris 
Interviewer : Kalau dilura jam pelajaran, biasanya komunikasi gak ? 
Fajar Atriyani  : Iya mas, sering 
Interviewer : Biasanya komunikasinya bagaimana ? 
Fajar Atriyani  : Biasanya kalau ada yang gak difahami siswa diminta sms atau 
wa beliau. kita ya tidak sungkan untuk bertanya sama beliau. 
Interviewer : Oh begitu. kemudian nih mbak, biar siswa-siswa pada kompak, 
apa yang dilakukan guru mbak ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Beliau biasanya nyuruh diskusi siswa biar makin kompak mas, 
kalau gak ya tugas kelompok 
Interviewer : Itu diskusinya bagaimana mbak ? 
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Fajar Atriyani : Biasanya setiap pertemuan sudah dijadwal. untuk pertemuan 
hari ini reading, kemudian speaking, diskusi, jadi sudah 
terjadwalkan 
Interviewer : Biasanya, diskusinya seperti apa ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Diskusi yang sering biasanya mengerjakan soal bersama, 
mengartikan secara kelompok 
Interviewer : Dalam pelajaran speaking, biasanya yang aktif siswa atau 
gurunya ?  
Fajar Atriyani : Siswanya mas, guru hanya memberikan contoh terus ditirukan 
oleh siswa 
Interviewer : Gimana cara gurunya mengajar ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Memberikan contoh cara mengucapkan dengan benar, 
kemudian diritukan salah satu siswa, tapi kadang beliau 
menunjuk satu per satu siswa untuk mengucapkan kata 
tersebut. jika salah beliau membenarkan. 
Interviewer : Terus kalian faham gak pas guru menjelaskan dengan bahasa 
inggris ? 
Fajar Atriyani  : Beliau suka pake bahasa campuran biar kira mudah mencerna 
dan makin aktif berbahasa inggris 
Interviewer :   Nah, kalau dalam bahasa inggris, kesulitan apa yang kalian 
hadapi ? 
Fajar Atriyani  :  Itu mas, gak tau mau ngomong apa, mungkin karena kurang 
kosakata, jadi gak tau mau ngomong apa 
Interviewer : Terus apa yang dilakukan guru ketika kalian menghadpi 
kesulitan ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Kayak kemarin mas, pas diskusi didatangi satu satu, ditanya 
kesulitanya apa, terus beliau menjelaskan yang susah itu mas. 
Interviewer : Kalau kamu sendiri, gimana cara mengahapi kesulitan itu ? 
Fajar Atriyani : Ya tanya sama bu titin mas 
Interviewer :  Terus kalau diberi tugas, kayak pr gitu, suka dikerjakan tepat 
waktu gak ? 
Fajar Atriyani  :  Seringnya tepat waktu mas, karena kita sukanya dihukum mas 
kalau gak ngerjain pr atau tugas tepat waktu 
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Interviewer :  Berarti harus tepat waktu nih. good job. kalau selain nilai 
bagus, guru pengenya apa dalam bahasa inggris ? 
Fajar Atriyani  :  Beliau pengenya kita bisa bahasa inggris lancar mas, bahkan 
beliau buatin english club sama english drama 
Interviewer :  Kamu juga ikut ? 
Fajar Atriyani  :  Pas kelas 2 ikut dong mas 
Interviewer :  Bagus deh. ngomong omong, ada gak sih yang cara belajar 
bahasa inggrisnya unik gitu ? 
Fajar Atriyani  :  Ada mas, temen aku belajarnya dari game dan film. tapi dia 
faham mas, gak tau kenapa bisa gitu 
Interviewer :  Mungkin bisa ditiru, he he. terimakasih banyak ya 
Fajar Atriyani :  Sama-sama mas. 
 
 
 
Date of Interview  :   Saturday, January 12th, 2019 
Place  : Classroom of MA Ma’arif Cepogo 
Interviewer  : Muhammad Maghfur 
Interviewee  : Rizqi Maulana  
 
 
Interviewer : Assalamualaikum 
Rizqi Maulana : Wa’alaikumsalam 
Interviewer : Selamat pagi mas, perkenalkan saya ifur dari iain surakarta. 
boleh saya wawancara sebentar ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Boleh mas 
Interviewer : Boleh tau namanya siapa ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Rizqi Maulana dari kelas XII IPS 1  
Interviewer : Gini mas, seberapa sering guru bahasa inggris berkomunikasi 
face to face dengan siswa? 
Rizqi Maulana : Seminggu 2 kali pertemuan mas, jadi 4 jam. 
Interviewer : Apakah cara beliau bisa diterima? 
Rizqi Maulana : Bisa 
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Interviewer : Kalau komunikasi gimana biasanya mas? 
Rizqi Maulana : Kadang memakai bahasa inggris, kadang memakai bahasa 
Indonesia. 
Interviewer : Kalau diluaa jam pelajaran, biasanya komunikasi pakai apa? 
Rizqi Maulana  : Pakai WhatsApp mas 
Interviewer :   Terus biar makin aktif gurunya pakai cara apa mas? 
Rizqi Maulana : Diskusi mas 
Interviewer : Itu diskusinya bagaimana Mas ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Ya dibagi per grup dikasih tema mas 
Interviewer : Bentuknya seperti apa ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Mengerjakan soal bareng 
Interviewer : Dalam pelajaran speaking, biasanya yang aktif siswa atau 
gurunya ?  
Rizqi Maulana : Siswanya mas, guru hanya memberikan contoh terus ditirukan 
oleh siswa 
Interviewer : Gimana cara gurunya mengajar ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Ya gitu mas, ngajarin ngomong Inggris, terus siswa menirukan 
Interviewer :   Nah, kalau dalam bahasa inggris, kesulitan apa yang kalian 
hadapi ? 
Rizqi Maulana  :  Itu mas, gak tau mau ngomong apa, mungkin karena kurang 
kosakata, jadi gak tau mau ngomong apa 
Interviewer : Terus apa yang dilakukan guru ketika kalian menghadpi 
kesulitan ? 
Rizqi Maulana : Di Tanya terus dibantu. 
Interviewer :  Terus kalau diberi tugas, kayak pr gitu, suka dikerjakan tepat 
waktu gak ? 
Rizqi Maulana  :  Harus mas, karena kalau telat dihukum 
Interviewer :  Selain nilai bagus, guru pengenya apa dalam bahasa inggris ? 
Rizqi Maulana  :  Lancar Bahasa Inggris, terus suruh ikut english club sama 
english drama 
Interviewer :  terimakasih banyak ya 
Rizqi Maulana   :  Sama-sama mas. 
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Appendix 3: Materials 
 
BJ HABIBIE 
 
The third President of the Republic of Indonesia, Jusuf Habibie 
Bacharuddin or the general calls B.J. Habibie, born in Pare-Pare, South Sulawesi, 
on June 25, 1936. He is the fourth child of eight children, spouse Alwi Abdul Jalil 
Habibie and RA. Tuti Marini Puspowardojo. Habibie, who is married to Hasri 
Ainun Habibie on May 12, 1962 was blessed with two sons namely Ilham Akbar 
and Thareq Kemal.  Habibie childhood through with his brothers in Pare-Pare, 
South Sulawesi. Nature firmly adhered to the principle has been shown Habibie 
since childhood. Habibie, who had a penchant for this ride, should lose his father 
who died on 3 September 1950 because of a heart attack. Shortly after his father 
dies, Habibie moved to Bandung to study at the School Gouvernments 
Middlebare. In high school, he began to look outstanding achievements, especially 
in the exact sciences lessons. 
Habibie became a favorite figure in her school.  After graduating high 
school in bandung in 1954, he entered the University of Indonesia in Bandung 
(ITB now). He received his diploma from the Technische Hochschule, Germany 
in 1960 which then get gekar Doctorate from the same place in 1965. Habibie was 
married in 1962, and has two children. In 1967, became Professor of honor 
(Professor) at the Institut Teknologi Bandung.  Habibie steps much admired, full 
of controversy, many admirers but no less did not agree with him. Each time, 
winning the prestigious Theodore Van Karman Award, was returned from the 
"habitat" of Germany, he always made the news. Habibie's only a year studying at 
ITB Bandung, 10 years of college to Ph.D. aircraft construction in Germany with 
summa cum laude. 
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Then worked in the aircraft industry leading MBB GmbH Germany, prior 
to the call of President Suharto to return to Indonesia.  In Indonesia, Habibie 
served 20 years of Research and Technology Minister of State or Head of BPPT, 
leading 10 state-owned company of Strategic Industries. On 10 March to 20 May 
1998, he became a Vice President, and sworn in by Chief Justice to replace 
President Suharto. Suharto handed the presidency to Habibie on the basis of 
Article 8 of the 1945 Constitution. And on May 21, 1998 - October 1999, Jusuf 
Habibie Bacharuddin became President of the Republic of Indonesia. Until finally 
forced Habibie also stepped down from the refrendum East Timor chose 
independence. Accountability speech was rejected MPR. He went back to 
ordinary citizens, also migrate settled back to Germany. Some of his work in 
calculating and designing several aircraft manufacturing project are Military 
Transport Aircraft C-130 Transall, Hansa Jet 320 (Aircraft Executive) 
 
 
PRAMBANAN TEMPLE 
 
 
 
This is the most famous and also the most magnificent of Central Java's 
temples or more precisely complex of temples. Situated about 15 kilometers from 
Yogyakarta, the top of the main shrine is visible from a great distance and rises 
high above the scattered ruins of the former temples. Prambanan is the 
masterpiece of Hindu culture of the tenth century. The slim building soaring up to 
47 meters makes its beautiful architecture incomparable. Seventeen kilometers 
east of Yogyakarta, King Balitung Maha Sambu built the Prambanan temple in the 
middle of the ninth century. Its parapets are adorned with bas-reliefs depicting the 
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famous Ramayana story. This magnificent Shivaite temple derives it name from 
the village where it is located. 
Prambanan Temple is locally known as the Roro Jonggrang Temple, or the 
Temple of the "Slender Virgin", it is the biggest and most beautiful Hindu temple 
in Indonesia. The temple complex of Prambanan lies among green fields and 
villages. It has eight shrines, of which the three main ones are dedicated to Shiva, 
Vishnu and Brahma. The main temple of Shiva rises to a height of 130 feet and 
houses the magnificent statue of Shiva's consort, Durga. There are 224 temples in 
the complex; three of them, the main temples are Brahma Temple in the north, 
Vishnu Temple in the south, and the biggest among the three which lies between 
Brahma and Vishnu temples is Shiva Temple (47 meters high). 
Two theatres have provided the temple. Enjoy sunrise behind the glory of 
Prambanan Temple. Visitors should be at the location - in the area of The Open 
Air Theater and archaeological park of the temple - before sunrise at about 5:00 
o'clock in the morning. The First open-air theatre was built on the southern side of 
the temple in 1960 and the second was built on the western side of the temple in 
1988. During full moon evenings in the month from May to October, the 
Ramayana ballet is performed right here. Perhaps one of the most majestic 
temples in the South-East Asia, Prambanan attracts many admirers each year from 
abroad. 
 
SURAMADU NATIONAL BRIDGE 
 
 
 
Suramadu national bridge is is the bridge that crosses the Madura Strait, 
connecting Java island (in Surabaya) and Madura Island (in Bangkalan, exactly 
east Kamal). It has length of 5438 m, and makes this bridge become the longest 
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bridge in Indonesia today. At early construction the bridge was inaugurated by 
President Megawati Sukarnoputri on August 20, 2003 and its opening was 
inaugurated by President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono on 10 June 2009. 
This bridge was built in case of developing the economic structure of 
Madura Island, which is relatively low compared to other regions in East Java. 
Suramadu Bridge is consist of three parts, which is the causeway, the approach 
bridge, and the main bridge. The Causeway was built to connect the construction 
of bridges by road through shallow waters on both sides. Approach bridge 
connecting the main bridge to the Causeway. While, the main bridge consists of 
three parts: two side spans for about 192 meters long and one main span of 434 
meters. 
The main bridge using a cable stayed construction supported by the twin 
towers for about 140 meters. And the main bridge deck is using composite 
construction dor 2.4 meters thick. To accommodate the cruise ships crossing the 
Madura Strait, this bridge are provides free space for about 35 meters above sea 
level. This part was caused the restoration becomes more difficult and hampered 
and pend more cost for it. 
This is also the first toll bridge in Indonesia, which is initially set at Rp. 
30,000 for four-wheeled vehicles and Rp. 3,000 for two-wheeler. Now the 
possibility to access Madura Island is easier to reach and do not need much more 
time to get. The visitors will experience the great moment crossing over the ocean 
and see the blue Madura Strait coming over. At night, the bridge is become more 
pretty for the moving and colorful light is like the dancing fountain over the sky. 
 
MATERIAL FOR DISCUSSION 
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Pic. 1 National Monument 
 
 
 
Pic. 2 Borobudur Temple 
 
 
Pic. 3 Bali 
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Pic. 4 Komudo Island 
 
 
 
Pic. 5 Parangtritis Beach 
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Appendix 4: List of Student  
 
DAFTAR SISWA KELAS XII (IPA) 
MA MA’ARIF CEPOGO TAHUN 2018/2019 
 
NO NAMA JENIS KELAMIN 
1.  Ana Khirunnisa P 
2.  Anton Dermawan L 
3.  Bagus Cahyo Nugroho L 
4.  Budiani Sulityaningtyas P 
5.  Cyntya Rahayu P 
6.  Devita Maharani P 
7.  Fajar Atriyani P 
8.  Febriyanti  P 
9.  Fera Ayu Setyaningrum P 
10.  Ghofar Amrullah L 
11.  Ghulam Anshori L 
12.  Hidayatul Wahidah P 
13.  Hikayat Ardiyanto L 
14.  Muhammad Romdoni L 
15.  Muhammad Saefullah L 
16.  Muhammad Siddiq L 
17.  Naily Nainiyah P 
18.  Qoirini Sari P 
19.  Qurrotul Ain P 
20.  Resa Rema Renitasari P 
21.  Reza Mahardyan L 
22.  Suprapto Nugroho L 
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DAFTAR SISWA KELAS XII (IPS.1) 
MA MA’ARIF CEPOGO TAHUN 2018/2019 
 
NO NAMA JENIS KELAMIN 
1.  Anggi Sulistyani P 
2.  Ardiyanto Musa L 
3.  Bangkit Pamungkas L 
4.  Budi Rahayu L 
5.  Kahayuning Ayu Mareswati P 
6.  Khoirunnisa  P 
7.  Lailiatun Nisfi P 
8.  Laily Syafaati P 
9.  Puput Ayu Saraswati P 
10.  Putri Setyani P 
11.  Puri Ratnasari P 
12.  Rizqi Maulana L 
13.  Romdhoni L 
14.  Rozak Abdurahman L 
15.  Sholeh Aminudin Ihsan L 
16.  Siti Khoiriyah P 
17.  Sri Margiani P 
18.  Sri Wulandari P 
19.  Sudaryani Ayusari P 
20.  Sulistyani P 
21.  Vera Verawati P 
22.  Veriyanto L 
23.  Wahyu Setyo  L 
24.  Wasi’ur Rizki L 
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Appendix 5: Documentation
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